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Limited Edition & Collector’s Teddy Bears

1.
A Steiff limited edition Winnie the
Pooh, (20 inches), 2475 of 3500, in original
bag, 2004 £60-80
6.
A Steiff limited edition Harley
Davidson 100th Anniversary Bear, 3424 of
5000, in original box with certificate, 2003
(some scuffing to box) £80-120
7.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
with hot-water bottle 1907, 1209 of 3000,
in original box with certificate, 2001 (box
flattened) £60-80

2.
Steiff limited edition Winnie the
Pooh and friends, Winnie the Pooh, 8957 of
10000, 1999; Rabbit 1079 of 5000 and Tigger,
2704 of 5000, both 2000; Eeyore, 835 of 5000
and Owl,1201 of 5000, both 2001; Piglet,
2618 of 5000 and Kanga and Roo, 2057 of
5000, both 2002, all in original boxes with tag
certificates (boxes flattened)
£300-500
3.
A Steiff limited edition small
Winnie the Pooh, 161 for 2001, in original box
with tag certificate; and Steiff Golly Boy, 201
of 2000, in original box with certificate, 2001
(boxes flattened) £60-80

8.
A Steiff limited edition Henderson,
For Teddy Bears of Witney, 1662 of 2000,
in original box with certificate, 1997 (box
flattened) £60-80
9.
A Steiff limited edition Bear 55PB
1902, 2499 of 7000, in original box with
certificate, 2002 £60-80
10.
Two Steiff replica limited edition
teddy bears, Petsy 1928, 1592 of 4000,
2000 and Teddy Bu 1925, 772 of 4000, 1999,
in original boxes with certificates (boxes
flattened) £80-100
11.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Teddy Bear 1922, white, 1167 of 5000
and Schwarzbar, black, 604 of 1500, both
2001, in original boxes with certificates (boxes
flattened) £80-100
12.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, The Steiff Scottish Bear, 349 of 3000,
1999 and Teddy Bear ‘U Pitchoun’, 1330 of
2000, 2000, in original boxes with certificates
(boxes flattened) £60-80

4.
A Steiff limited edition for Takara
Ltd Japan Soccer Teddy France 98, 143 of
2000, in original box with certificate (box
flattened) £70-100
5.
A Steiff limited edition for China
Great Wall Bear, 418 of 1500, in original box
with certificate, 1998 £60-80
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13.
A Steiff limited edition for Christies
James teddy bear, 580 of 1766, 1999 and
Centenary Teddy Bear, 3146 to the end of
2002, in original boxes with certificates (boxes
flattened) £70-100
14.
Two Steiff limited edition Year 2000
teddy bears, Club Members edition 7171 for
the year and world edition, 4493 until the end
not 1999, in original boxes with certificates
(boxes flattened) £60-80

15.
A Steiff limited edition Millennium
Band, 793 of 2000, musical, in original box
with certificate, 2000 (has been dusty, the
bears heads could do with a firmer brush, box
flattened and worn) £150-200
16.
Four Steiff limited edition Club
Event teddy bears, For Bears Galore - 2002 in
white, 188 for the year, 2003 in black, 28 for
the year, in original boxes with certificates,
2000 and 2001 with sashes
£80-100
17.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Ted, the Save the Children bear, 903 of
3000, 1996; Margarete Steiff Museum 1999
bear; and Steiff 100 Years Teddy Bear, all with
tag certificates
£60-80
18.
A Steiff limited edition for
Mercedes Benz teddy bear, 762 of 1500,
1998; and a Steiff limited edition Lucky
Chimney Sweep bear, 1999, both with tag
certificates
£50-80
19.
Two Steiff limited editions, Special
Edition Teddy Bear Blonde 22 together with
the book ‘A Celebration of Steiff’, 2831 of 3000
and Galop Teddy 1926, 977 of 2500, both
1997, in original boxes with certificates (boxes
flattened, pull string damaged)
£60-80
20.
Five yellow tagged Steiff teddy
bears, Historic Series - Happy, Petsy and Zotty
1951; and two 1909 Classics, one brown and
one golden £60-80
21.
Three yellow tagged Steiff teddy
bears, large 1930 Classic -21½in. (54.5cm.)
high; 1905 Classic Richard Steiff; and Historic
black 1912 £50-80
22.
Five yellow tagged Steiff teddy
bears, Three Classics - 1909 golden, 1907 pink
and 1920s blonde; two Historic - Petsy and
Jubilee bear 1997 £60-80
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32.
Four artist teddy bears, Hartrick
Bear Company Digby -14½in. (37cm.) high;
Star Gazey Bear by Bocs Teganau Callisto;
Appletree Bears Mattie; and Cotswold Bears
Benjamin £60-80
33.
Five artist teddy bears, Spirit Bears
by Bocs Teganau Kaska; Cotswold Bears
Cuthbert; Wood-u-Like Bears Colin; Hyefolk
Baby Bilsbury Bear and TBO Ash; and a Fat
Dallys bear £50-80
23.
A Steiff limited edition Baby Bear
Set 1994-1998, 1147 of 1847, in original
wooden box with certificate (a bit dusty)
£60-80
24.
Eight Dean’s Rag Book Co limited
edition teddy bears, Including Smokey Joe,
Postie for the Rye Post Office, Hugo and
Anthony Ash with tag certificates £80-100

34.
Thirteen Crafty Bears by Shirley
Latimer, All with tag certificates £100-150
35.
Seven artist teddy bears, Cotswold
Bears Boris; Cliff Richard Collection Wanda;
Micha Bears Maisie; and others £40-60

40.
A Steiff limited edition African
elephant, 846 of 1500 with tag certificate,
1998 -17in. (43cm.) long £70-100
41.
A Steiff Museum Collection limited
edition bear on wheels 1905, In original box
with cellophane cover, 1984 £30-50

25.
Ten Dean’s Rag Book Co limited
edition teddy bears, Including Pooh Bear,
Strawberry, Prince of Wales Feathers, Hardy
and Doughnut with tag certificates £100-120
26.
Eight Dean’s Rag Book Co limited
edition teddy bears, Including Millennium
bears in original wooden box; Jill Baxter
Greengage, Jim Junior and Peppermint Cream
with tag certificates £80-100
27.
Famous teddy bears, Merrythought
limited edition Aloysius, 363 of 5000; Peter
Bull’s Theodore for Teddy Bears of Witney, in
travel case; and an Eden Paddington (some
fading) £80-100

28.
Five Merrythought limited edition
Cheekys, Including Mistletoe, Millennium and
Little Darling with tag certificates £50-80
29.
Eleven manufactured collector’s
teddy bears, including three Hermann,
Steiner, two Gunds and others £60-80
30.
Eight Merrythought limited edition
teddy bears, Including Peter Bear, Brandy
Butter, Queen Mother and Farnell Toffee with
tag certificates £70-100
31.
Various teddy bears, Steiff limited
edition Hello 2000 Goodbye 1999, in book
box (some slight moth damage); large 1960s
Merrythought Pooh (missing t-shirt); Keepsake
Bear, in carrying case; and others
£60-80
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36.
Kosen Bears, Limited edition brown
bear on all fours, 125 of 300, in original
window box; and two other brown bears on
all fours £60-80

37.
Kosen Bears, Limited edition Black
Bear, 69 of 1000, in crate with certificate;
panda and two brown bears with extra empty
crate £60-80

42.
A Steiff limited edition Giengen
Festival Blackey 1997, 544 of 3000 with
embroidered pad £60-80

43.
A Steiff limited edition Giengen
Festival Whitey 1998, 1611 of 3000 with
embroidered pad £60-80

38.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Baby
Boy 1930, 4857 of 7000, in original box, 1993
£40-60
39.
A Steiff replica Richard Steiff’s grey
teddy bear, 80th birthday of the teddy bear,
in original box, 1983 £60-80

44.
A Steiff limited edition Giengen
Festival Rosey 1999, 179 of 3000 with
embroidered pad £60-80
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45.
Steiff limited edition Geingen
Festival Little Blackey and Little Whitey 2000,
2967 of 3000 with certificate and book
£60-80
46.
Merrythought limited edition
Bonzos, Aloha Bonzo and Bonny Mac Bonzo
with tag certificates; and Dean’s Hector
£60-80
47.
Merrythought limited edition
Twisty Cheekies, Mr Twisty Cheeky and Mrs
Twisty Cheeky, in original yellow boxes; and
Mr & Mrs Twisty Cheeky, in original box
£50-80

54.
Four Merrythought limited edition
Cheekies, Cheeky Little Leprechaun, Replica
Cheeky with book, Mother and Baby Cheeky
and Cheeky Muff and Purse, three with boxes,
all with tag certificates £60-80

61.
A Steiff limited edition Paddington
Bear, Exclusive to UK & Ireland, 589 of 2000
with certificate, 2014 (no box); and Steiff for
Spiel und Freizeit Morgenroth, 1459 of 1500
with tag certificate £80-120

55.
Six Merrythought limited edition
teddy bears, Comprising Millennium Cheeky,
Golly and two bears, in original boxes; Waggle
Head, 79 of 100 and Baby Baggy Bear; and a
Dean’s Hogarth £60-80

62.
A Steiff limited edition Baby Bear
Set 1994-1998, 1629 of 1847, in original
wooden box with certificate, 1999 £70-100

56.
Merrythought limited edition teddy
bears, including Mister Whoppit, in original
box; Gardener Ted, Hope and Peace, in
original boxes and a Farnell Toffee £50-80

64.
A Steiff limited edition Coca-Cola
Santa, 1037 of 10000 with tag certificate;
white Teddy Bear 1953, 2715 of 5000, 2003;
and dark brown Teddy Bear 1950, 4223 for
the Club Year 2001/2002 with certificates (no
boxes) £100-150

48.
Merrythought limited edition
Punkinheads, Yes/No, 50 of 100 -17in. (43cm.)
high; and three others all with tag certificates
(certificates faded) £50-80
49.
Merrythought limited edition
Punkinheads, Orange Jack in the Box, in
original box; and three others all with tag
certificates (certificates faded) £50-80
50.
Five Merrythought limited edition
Cheekies, Including Cheeky Jack, Distressed
Mini Cheeky and Cheeky Coco Bean, all with
tag certificates; a silver Merrythought lapel
pin and three collector’s badges £50-80
51.
Five Merrythought limited edition
Cheekies, Comprising Cheeky Coral Blush,
Musical Cheeky and Fluffy Bean Cheeky
and two other in original boxes, all with tag
certificates £70-100
52.
Merrythought limited edition
Christmas Cheekies, A pair of Christmas Carol
Singers, in original box; 2002 Bauble and
another red example, all with tag certificates
£40-60

63.
Six Steiff yellow tagged teddy
bears, Including 1906 Classic -20½in. (52cm.)
high, 1905 Classic grey Richard Steiff teddy
bear, a similar white one and three others
£80-120

57.
A Steiff limited edition for Germany
Roller Set, 131 of 1500, Vespa, side car, bear
and Zotty passenger with certificate, 2005 (no
box) £50-80
58.
A Steiff limited edition Grizzle
teddy bear, 78 of 1500 with certificate, 2015
(no box) £50-80
59.
A Steiff limited edition The First
American Teddy, 3155 for the year 2003 with
certificate (no box) £50-80

53.
Four Merrythought limited edition
Cheekies, Cream Jack in the Box, Cheeky Scent
Bottle, Cheeky Back-Pack and two others, in
original boxes with tag certificates £60-80

65.
A Steiff limited edition Bear 55
PB 1902, 1712 of 7000 with booklet and
certificate, 2002; and 110th Anniversary PB55,
744 of 1902 (no certificate or box) £70-100
66.
A Steiff limited edition Phantom of
the Opera Musical Bear, 665 of 3000, 2005;
and Belfry Teddy Bear, 127 of 1500 with golf
ball, 2004, in original bags with certificates
£70-100
67.
Steiff limited edition royal teddy
bears, Golden Jubilee Teddy Bear, 1860 of
2002, 2001 and Queen Mother Bear, 477 of
2002, 2002, both with Wedgwood Jasper
pendants and certificates (no boxes)
£60-80

60.
Three Steiff limited edition
Cherished Teddies teddy bears, Comprising
Daisy, 4712 of 5000, 1999; Benji, 1181 of
5000, 2001; and Christopher, 689 of 2000,
2002 with certificates (no boxes) £150-200
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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68.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Steiff Club Edition 2004 Franz with
seal, 2381 for the year, in original bag with
certificate; Appolonia Margarete teddy bear,
2462 for 2005, signed on foot by a member of
the Steiff family with tag certificate; and 2001
Harrods bear (check) £80-120
69.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, British Collectors Bear 2001, 3327 of
4000 and 2002, 2936 of 4000 with certificates
(no boxes); and Steiff Club Edition 2005
Richard Steiff Teddy Bear, 4537 for the year
with bag, sketchbook and certificate £70-100
70.
Four Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, White 150 Jubilee Year of Margarete
Steiff, 7979 for 1997; white 100 Year Jubilee
of the Teddy Bear, 3615 for 2002; and 2004
Classic Teddy Bear, elephant button jubilee,
3146 for the year, all with tag certificates; and
a Danbury Mint Steiff Millennium bear (no
certificate or box) £80-120
71.
A Steiff limited edition teddy bear
Jack in the box, 1696 of 3000, 2003; and
Teddy Clown 1926, 536 of 3000, 2005, both
with certificates (no boxes) £60-80
72.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Violet tipped Teddy Bear Replica 1925,
313 of 1925, Teddy Bear 1908 signed on foot
by member of Steiff family, 1842 of 1908,
2007; and black Steiff Club Edition Teddy Bear
1912,1998, with certificates (no boxes)
£70-100
73.
Four Steiff Club Event Bears for
Teddy Bears of WItney, 2000, 2001, 2002 and
2003, last two with certificates £80-100

78.
Steiff limited edition Winnie
the Pooh, Winnie the Pooh Miniature Set
featuring Eyore, Piglet and Tigger, 261 of
5000 with certificate, 2002 (no box); and
small Winnie the Pooh, 575 for 2001 with tag
certificate £60-80
79.
The Teddy Bear Museum Stratfordupon-Avon Showcase, A shelf unit featuring
twelve jointed teddy bears -4in. (10cm.) high;
Danbury Mint Winnie the Pooh Perpetual
Calendar, shelf unit with twelve resin figurines
(slight damage); and Deborah Jones teddy
bear print £80-120
80.
Three Robin Rive teddy bears,
Bearalia, 101 of 200 -18½in. (47cm.) high,
Granny Annie and Bubs, all with tags; and
Isabelle Collection for Charlie Bears Ernie
£60-80
81.
German collector’s teddy bears,
Bing bear on clockwork tinplate scooter -6½in.
(16.5cm.) high; Clemens bear and three small
Hermann teddy bears, all with tags
£50-80

88.
A Steiff limited edition The Vienna
Boys’ Choir, Three dressed bears, 614 of 1847,
in original box with certificate, 1998 (a little
dusty) £200-300
89.
Artist teddy bears, Woodandra
Bears Mabella -14in. (35.5cm.) high; Barbara
Anne Bear; Charlie Bear and Dean’s Hobson
£60-80
90.
A Hermann limited edition
Theodore Roosevelt teddy bear, 285 of 1000
-18in. (45.5cm.) high (a little dusty); and
Steiner limited edition Braunbar, 185 of 300,
both with tags £50-80
91.
A Steiff limited edition 1905 Teddy
Bear Red Brown 50, Teddy Girl, 3230 of 6000,
in original box with certificate, 1997 £80-100
92.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
1951 Caramel 50cm, 1128 of 5000, in original
box with certificate, 1996 £60-80

82.
Nine Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Including Elsie, Golden Dawn and
Nighfall, Doughnut and Hardy, all with tag
certificates £80-100
83.
Nine Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Including Hobson, Freebie II, Hunter,
Fotherbgay and Shadwell, all with tag
certificates £80-100

74.
Steiff limited edition for Teddy
Bears of Witney, Baby Alfonzo, 4749 of 5000,
1995 and Rattle bear, circa 1912 Replica, 278
of 2000, in original printed malachite boxes
with certificates £100-120
75.
Steiff limited edition for Teddy
Bears of Witney, Xenia, 170 of 1500, 2001 and
Teddy Bears of Witney 30 Years, 102 of 1000,
2015 (no boxes or certificates) £50-80
76.
Three Teddy Bears of Witney teddy
bears, Honey Bunch, Millie and Witney 2010
all with card tags £40-60
77.
Four Teddy Bears of Witney teddy
bears, Clarence, Merrythought Timmy the
Teddy, 2008 and 2009 bears, all with tags
£50-80
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84.
Six Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Including Carnival Bear Fleur, Cream
Bun and Silver Members Bear; and Dean’s
Golly Glitz, all with tag certificates £70-100

93.
A Steiff limited edition Tomato
Bear Holland 2000, 848 of 1500, in original
window box with certificate £60-80

85.
Four Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Comprising large Bruno and Sebastian,
Rodney and Earl Grey, all with tag certificates
£60-80
86.
Various collectable teddy bears,
Nisbet Bully Bear, Merrythought Cheeky scent
bottle, Wade Collectables Buffalo Bear 1998,
Naomi Laight bear and others £60-80
87.
A quantity of collectable teddy
bears, Mother Hubbard bear, Past Times
Reginald, 1986 Pudsey with mug and others
£40-60

94.
A Steiff limited edition Winegrower
teddy bear, Exclusive for Germany, 210 of
2000, in original box with certificate, 1997
£60-80
95.
A Steiff limited edition dark blue
Teddy Bear 1909, 3707 of 7000, in original box
with certificate, 1998 £50-80
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96.
A Steiff limited edition Willi
der Stahlkocher, Exclusive for Lutgenau,
Dortmund, 811 of 1500 with tag certificate,
1996 (visor damaged) £50-80

107.
Lady Nelson artist teddy bear by
Bear Fitness, One of a kind with handwritten
story label -12in. (30.5cm.) high (possibly
faded) £30-50

97.
A Steiff limited edition Maatjes
bear, Exclusive for the Netherlands, 911 of
1500, in original bag with certificate, 2003
£50-80
98.
A Steiff limited edition Giengen
Festival Candey 2002, 522 of 3000 with tag
certificate, sealed in original polythene bag
£60-80

117.
A Steiff limited edition Bobby
Husky, 701 of 2000, 2011 (no box or
certificate); and a yellow tagged Kitty
£60-80

99.
A Steiff limited edition Giengen
Festival Daddey 2003, 2699 of 3000 with tag
certificate, sealed in original polythene bag
£60-80
100.
Four Charlie Bears, Anniversary
Ross -13in. (33cm.) high; Anniversary Anna;
Anniversary Carol and Tickle, with tags £40-60
101.
Three Charlie Bears, Alicia -18½in.
(47cm.) high; Asia and Ebenezer, with tags
£50-80
102.
Four Charlie Bears, Marzipan -15in.
(38cm.) high; Zander; Gordon and Quill-I-Am,
with tags £50-80
103.
Two Charlie Bears dogs, Difor
-13½in. (34cm.) long and Pooch; and skunk
hand puppet £30-50

108.
Heyfolk Bears Bill & Ben artist
teddy bears, 113 of 500 with terracotta flower
pots and label -13in. (33cm.) high £60-80
109.
A Sue Quinn Finlay Brunswick hand
puppet artist teddy bear, 19 of 100 with tag
-23in. (58.5cm.) high; and a Jo Greeno Cool
Dude, 3 of 4 £60-80
110.
Dressed creatures, An unknown
artist Elfin bear -13in. (33cm.) high; a 1960s
Italian/Spanish felt dressed mouse; and five
Austrian Peter hedgehogs (missing one wig
and one foot) £30-50
111.
Manufactured teddy bears, Steiff
yellow tagged 1907 Classic in knitted outfit;
Merrythought - Attic Bear on Trike, Little
Master Mischief and another; and a Charlie
Bears Jake £60-80
112.
Steiff teddy bears, limited editions
- Classic Teddy Bear, 1370 for 2004 year; and
100 Years Jubilee, 1965 for 2002 year, both
with tag certificates; and two yellow tagged
soft Floppy and Original teddy bears
£50-80

104.
A large Steiff limited edition Teddy
Bear 1906, 549 of 1906, in original box with
certificate, 2005 (a slight musty odour)
£150-200
105.
Two Steiff yellow tagged soft lying
bears, a brown Urs -21in. (53.5cm.) long and
a similar white bear; a Gund and a Big Softies
£40-60

113.
Five Dean’s Rag Book Co limited
edition teddy bears, Including large 2000
Bear, Centenary Elite Bear, Golden Jubilee
Bear and two others, three with certificate
tags £70-100
114.
Three Martin J Hermann limited
edition teddy bears, Captain Smith from
the Titanic (missing wooden boat), H.M.
the Queen Golden Jubilee and Queen Mum
memorial bear, two with tag certificates; HM
Bears Charley; and a Boyds Matthew £50-80
115.
A Steiff limited edition Centenary
Teddy Bear, 4143 for the year 2002, in
original box with certificate; a Steiff limited
edition Club Event Scotland signed by Tweed
Roosevelt; a Colour Box Jonathan, a Dean’s
Ronnie and others £80-100

106.
A Jo Greeno Harriet artist teddy
bear, One of a kind with label -8¼in. (21cm.)
high £30-50
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116.
A Steiff limited edition Harley
Davidson 100th Anniversary Bear, 4074
of 5000, 2003 (no box or certificate); and a
yellow tagged Jumping Monkey
£60-80

118.
A Steiff limited edition Bear 55 PB
1902, 2675 of 5000, 2002; and black Steiff
Club Edition 1999 teddy bear, 5966 for the
year (no boxes or certificates)
£50-80
119.
A Steiff limited edition British
Collectors 2003, 543 of 4000 (no box or
certificate); a Steiff Club Event Teddy Bear
2008 Paulchen; and a yellow tagged Classic
brown teddy bear
£50-80
120.
Two Steiff limited edition Cherished
Teddies, Benji, 920 of 5000, 2001 and
Chelsea,2233 of 5000, 2000 (no boxes or
certificates)
£60-80
121.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Heidi. 172 of 1500, 2002; and two
Scottish teddy bears, 2000 and 2001 (no boxes
or certificates)
£60-80
122.
Artist teddy bears, The Cotswold
Bear Co Bubbles -14½in. (37cm.) high; two
Teddy Bear Orphanage bears; and two others;
and three small manufactured bears
£60-80
123.
Six Dean’s limited edition teddy
bears, Including Ryan, Harvey and Ninety
Niner with tag certificates; and a 1960s
Pedigree teddy bear
£60-80
124.
A Steiff limited edition Teddy Bear
Clown, Designed by Richard Konold, 888 of
2006 with certificate, 2006 (missing box)
£30-40
125.
A Steiff limited edition for Hamleys
Tobias teddy bear, 302 of 2000, in original box
with certificate, 1992 £40-60
126.
Four Merrythought limited edition
Cheeky bears, Cheeky Muffin 4 of 6 Artist
proof from 2002 Open Day with paper
certificate; William 67 of 500; Cheeky Vintage
7 of 500; and Virgin Atlantic Cheeky
£40-60
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127.
Three Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Save the Children Ted, 2091 of 3000,
tag certificate, 1996; Exhibition Teddy Bear
with ball, 1091 of 1500, in original box with
certificate; and 150 Years of Margarete Steiff
£70-100

Antique & Vintage Teddy Bears & Soft Toys

134.
An exceptionally fine Farnell teddy
bear 1920s, With bright golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, black stitched feet claws and
webbed hand claw stitching, hump and
inoperative growler -21½in. (54.5cm.) high
(stitched repairs to feet pads where card
lining has pushed through) - this bear is
known as Maurice from the Wendy Jaques
collection.
£700-1000

128.
Two Steiff limited edition teddy
bears, Dicky, 2975 of 9000, 1992 and
Appolonia Margarete, 78 for 2004/5 (no boxes
or certificates) £40-60
129.
A Steiff limited edition Christmas
Teddy Bear in a Boot, 1031 of 4000, in original
box with certificate, 2001 £50-80
130.
A Steiff limited edition 100 Years
Jubilee teddy bear, 4479 for 2002 with tag
certificate; two yellow tagged Steiff Danbury
Mint teddy bears, The Millennium Bear and
The 2001 Bear with certificates, all in a Steiff
box £60-80
131.
Three yellow tagged Classic Steiff
teddy bears, A blonde bear -17in. (43cm.)
high; a 1905 Richard Steiff teddy bear and
another £40-60
132.
Various teddy bears, A Deb Canham
Simon the Curios, in original box -5¼in.
(13cm.) high; a Waif & Strays teddy bear by
Teresa Rowe; and four others £50-80
133.
A large Bears Paw Collectables
replica Alpha Farnell, 44 of 200 -24½in.
(62cm.) high (moth damage to mohair pile on
bottom and legs); four other collector’s bears;
and five vintage Steiff rabbits £40-60

135.
A fine late 1930s Farnell teddy bear,
With golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
painted cloth pads, rounded hump, inoperative
growler and blue and white woven label on foot
-28in. (71.5cm.) high (very slight wear, paint
mainly worn from pads) - this bear is known as
Edward £600-800

136.
A very rare Chiltern Home Guard teddy bear
1940s, With golden mohair head and hands, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, khaki
velvet integral uniform with stripes on arms, black velvet
feet and replacement felt helmet, 1940s -13in. (33cm.)
high (some thinning to mohair, slight fading) - this is
believed to be the second known example of this bear,
the other example is in Teddy Bears of Witney Collection
and was later replicated by Merrythought
£300-500
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Lot 138

137.
A very rare British United Toy
Manufacturing Co Ltd 1st World War
Highlander soldier teddy bear, With golden
mohair, clear and black oily glass eyes with
brown painted backs, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, pronounced muzzle, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt pads, original
coarse weave khaki detailed jacket with brass
buttons and brown leather Sam Brown belt,
felt Glengarry bonnet with metal thistle cap
page on black ribbon rosette and wool tartan
kilt -14½in. (37cm.) high (loss of mohair from
moth attack, treated, holes to kilt and bonnet,
holes in left foot pad) - this is the only known
example of this bear, probably dating from
around the 1st World War and very similar to
Harwin’s example. This bear was found with
a fair amount of moth damage, but whatever
the material used in the jacket, fortunately it
was not attracted to the moth! £800-1200
138.
A large Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear
1930s, With golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, rounded hump and inoperative
squeaker -26in. (66cm.) high (pads recovered,
some slight thinning and fading) - this bear is
known as Honey Bear £300-400

140.
A rare large Peacock teddy bear
1920s, With golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, slight rounded
hump, squeaker and red and white woven
label on foot -29in. (73.5cm.) high (bald
spots to forehead, general thinning and wear,
muzzle discoloured) - this bear is known as
Percy £300-400
141.
A 1920s British teddy bear, with
blonde mohair, orange and black glass eye,
patch over other, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose and remains of mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs, replace leather feet pad
only and hump -14in. (35.5cm.) high (missing
eye and worn); and a small Tara Laughing
teddy bear £80-120

142.
A Chad Valley Magna teddy bear
1930s, With golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, horizontal stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
cloth pads, inoperative squeaker and woven
red and white label -20½in. (52cm.) high
(three holes to back of head, label damage,
some balding and general wear) £40-60
143.
Two 1930s Merrythought teddy
bears, with golden mohair, one with velvet
pads, both with button in ear and woven
labels -16½in. (42cm.) high (worn) £40-60
144.
Two post-war Chad Valley teddy
bears, Both with golden mohair, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs,
the smaller with orange and black glass eyes
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (some general wear);
and the larger with plastic eyes (fairly worn
and bald spots) £60-80

Lot 139

Lot 140

139.
A large Chad Valley teddy late
1920s, With light golden mohair, orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown cloth pads,
inoperative squeaker, celluloid covered metal
button in ear and woven red and white label
on foot -26in. (66cm.) high (some thinning, a
few small bald spots, some wear and fading) this bear is known as Bradman as the vendor
was told that he was original presented as
prize after a cricket match £200-300
ww w. s p ecialauctionse r v i c e s .c om
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145.
A post-war Chad Valley teddy
bear, With light golden curly mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs with brown
painted cloth pads, inoperative squeaker and
square Queen Mother label -14in. (35.5cm.)
high (slight wear and matting) £40-60
146.
A Chiltern Ting-a-Ling teddy bear
1950s, With blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, inset short mohair muzzle and
tops of feet, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth
pads and internal chimes -12½in. (32cm.) high
(some wear and general thinning) £30-50
147.
A large Chad Valley Cubby teddy
bear 1930s, With brown and beige alpaca
plush, orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed arms, seated, inoperative squeaker
and red and white woven label on underside
-20in. (51cm.) high (pads replaced, a little
faded and slight wear) £80-100

150.
An extremely rare Steiff 1st World
War substitute plush teddy bear, With
unusual fine blonde corduroy material body,
black boot button eyes, pronounced muzzle,
remains of brown stitching, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with no hand pads,
woven paper or nettle fabric feet pads and
inoperative side squeaker -8½in. (21.5cm.)
high (missing most of left and half of right
feet pads, some general wear and tiny hole at
neck) - As resources ran out during the war,
Steiff came up with some unusual substitute
plush to continue production including a
paper-plush and nettle material. Stylistically
this is a typical Steiff 8/9 inch teddy bear with
a side squeaker and no hand pads, but this
is the first time seen in this, possibly unique,
corduroy. £2000-3000

148.
A Steiff teddy bear circa 1910,
with blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative grower -13in. (33cm.) high (bald
spots, general thinking and wear, replaced
nose stitching, tiny hole in muzzle and repairs
to pads) £200-300

149.
A Strunz teddy bear circa 1907,
With blonde mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and five claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump and
inoperative growler -14in. (35.5cm.) high
(some bald spots, general wear and thinning,
holes to pads) £300-400
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151.
An extremely rare and large BMC teddy bear 1907, With cinnamon mohair, deep
orange and black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle with clipped tip, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, large rounded hump, inoperative
squeaker and remains of black and gold woven label on right foot pad -28in. (71cm.) high (very
minimal thinning and label now glued to pad) - the Bruin Manufacturing Company based in New
York only produced bears from 1907 to 1909, it is believed that this is the first time this bear has
appeared in such a large size. PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

152.
An extremely rare white Steiff
35PB rod joint bear 1904, With shaggy
white mohair, black boot button eyes,
pronounced muzzle, extremely rare original
gutta percha nose, pink stitched mouth,
swivel head with seam from ear to ear across
top of head, rod-jointed elongated limbs,
excellently replaced felt pads, thick wool
five claws, hump and firm stuffing -21in.
(53.5cm.) high (neat repair to right wrist,
small patch to tip of right toe and slight
general wear and thinning) - the Steiff 35PB
and 28PB are the earliest bear available to
buy, made in 1904, the second model after
the original 55PB. The 35 is the height in
centimetres in a seated position and the P is
for plush and the B is for beweglich (jointed).
The white example is much scarcer than
the golden bear and they are pre the name
Teddy, so just called bears. PLEASE NOTE
THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT
VAT TO BE PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE
£4000-6000

153.
A very rare Steiff 35PB
rod jointed bear 1904, With shaggy
golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced part clipped muzzle,
replacement gutta percha nose, pink
stitched mouth, swivel head with seam
from ear to ear across top of head, rodjointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
thick wool five claws, hump, firm stuffing
and rare elephant button with S shaped
trunk -19in. (48.5cm.) high (about 10% of
the plush has been rewoven, on cheeks,
chest, lower front, left arm, left of back,
hump, left back of head, back of both
ears, hole in back of right heel, small
patched hole in tip of muzzle and slight
repair to pads) the Steiff 35PB and 28PB
are the earliest bear available to buy,
made in 1904, the second model after
the original 55PB. The 35 is the height in
centimetres in a seated position and the
P is for plush and the B is for beweglich
(jointed). These bear are pre the name
Teddy, so just called bears. PLEASE NOTE
THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5%
IMPORT VAT TO BE PAID ON THE HAMMER
PRICE £5000-8000
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154.
A Steiff post-war 4825k Box-Type
Wagon for Playing, Varnished wood with
Steiff, teddy head and 4825k red stencil to
front, pink and red metal wheels with rubber
tyres and pulling/steering handle -18½in.
(47cm.) length to base of handle (slight wear)
£50-80
155.
A Steiff Renrogi 7884 Bear-head
Scooter, Varnished wood with Steiff, teddy
head, Renrogi and 7884 red stencil, indicator
and red and pink metal wheels with rubber
tyres -33in. (84cm.) high (wear)
£40-60
156.
Steiff post-war hoofed animals, Two
Rocky mountain goats -7½in. (19cm.) length
of biggest, a Snucki ram, a horse and two kids,
two with buttons and four chest tags
£40-60
157.
A post-war Steiff Waldili, Standing
dog doll in green felt hunting outfit with
original wooden gun, button, yellow cloth
tag and chest tag -9in. (23cm.) high; and two
long haired Waldi, one with button and yellow
cloth tag £60-80
158.
Three post-war Steiff sheep, A
Wotan Ram with chest tag -9¼in. (23.5cm.)
long; a large and small Lamby Lamb both with
button and yellow cloth tag, the smaller with
chest tag (slight wear) £50-80
159.
Post-war Steiff and Schuco animals,
A Schuco Noah’s Ark racoon -3in. (7.5cm.)
long; Steiff - dromedary camel, a Foxy fox
terrier, a zebra, a cow and elephant (slight
wear) £50-80
160.
Seven post-war Steiff animals,
A Pandy Indian panda -5in. (12.5cm.) long,
a jointed lion cub, Nosy rhinoceros, zebra,
cow, kitten and dog, two with buttons (some
general wear and fading)
£60-80
161.
Six Steiff post-war woodland
animals, A Nagy beaver -4in. (10cm.) high, a
wild boar, a Perri squirrel, a Maxi mole, Bambi
and fawn, five button, three yellow and three
chest tags £50-80
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162.
A rare and very large Steiff Young
Riding Bear on wheels 1960s, Beige mohair,
brown and black glass eyes, inset short mohair
muzzle, brown stitched nose and mouth,
inoperative pull-growler and standing on
metal frame with large red metal wheels with
white rubber tyres, pull cord -39in. (99cm.)
long (some wear and fading)
£300-400
163.
A collection of teddy bears,
Including a 1930s Chiltern type -19in. (48cm.)
high; two small Chad Valley bears; a Golly;
a blue and white wool rabbit; and others
(general wear and some very play worn)
£80-120
164.
Five post-war teddy bears, A
Dean’s synthetic mix mohair jointed bear
with brown plastic eyes -25in. (63.5cm.) high
(missing nose); two unjointed bears; a late
Merrythought and a German synthetic plush
bear (play-wear) £40-60

169.
A rare and early FADAP teddy bear
1922/24, With white mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with remains of brown painted
backs , pronounced upturned muzzle, brown
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with cloth pads,
hump, inoperative growler and original red
ribbon on chest -19in. (48.5cm.) high (now
completely bald, some staining on the back of
legs) - this actual bear appears on page 51 of
Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - one of the oldest
identified FADAP bears, although completely
bald is one of the most wonderful character
in the collection - this bear is known as
Poussiéou from the Eric Petit collection.
£300-400

165.
A large Merrythought elephant
1950s, With grey mohair, painted googly
plastic eyes, felt tusks and label on underside
-22in. (56cm.) long (some wear); a large
Pedigree teddy bear with bells in ears; and
two Gollies £50-80
166.
An unusual Golliwog child’s chair
1960s, The Golly shaped stuffed armchair with
cloth face and felt features, tapered wood legs
with metal feet -25½in. (65cm.) high (wear
and missing eyes); two Gollies, a Fuzzy Bear
and Olive Oyl £30-50
167.
Five post-war Continental teddy
bears, All amusingly dressed including three
artificial silk plush bears, one with bulging
cheeks -16in. (41cm.) high; and two synthetic
plush, one pink (some slight wear) - the
proceeds from this lot and the following lot
are to be donated by the vendor to Alexander
Devine Children Hospice Services
£50-80
168.
Nine post-war teddy bears, Two
Continental artificial silk plush; one possibly
Knickerbocker with rubber muzzle; two
Pedigree Rupert the Bears -22in. (56cm.)
largest; and others (some play wear)
£50-80

170.
An early FADAP teddy bear
1928/29, with short golden mohair, black
boot button eyes, pronounced twisted muzzle,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
small hump and growler -23in. (58.5cm.) high
(balding to back, fairly worn) - this actual bear
appears on page 57 of Eric Petit’s book on
FADAP - this bear is known as Theuyis from
the Eric Petit collection. £300-400
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171.
An early FADAP teddy bear 1930,
With short golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, large cupped ears, swivel
head, jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump,
inoperative squeaker and original ribbon on
chest -22½in. (57cm.) high - this bear is known
as Mazuc from the Eric Petit collection.
£250-350

172.
An early FADAP teddy bear
1926/27, With golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with white corners, pronounced
muzzle, remains of black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed elongated
limbs with felt pads and red ribbon on chest
-16½in. (42cm.) high - this actual bear appears
on page 54 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP and
was the childhood toy of a lady from Divonneles-bains who later worked at the FADAP
factory - this bear is known as Sauveplane
from the Eric Petit collection.
£250-350
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173.
An early FADAP teddy bear
1926/27, With golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes with white corners, pronounced
muzzle, brown stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, slight hump and inoperative
growler -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (worn, faded
and slight damage to pads) - this actual bear
appears on page 55 of Eric Petit’s book on
FADAP and was the childhood toy of a lady
from Divonne-les-bains who later worked
at the FADAP factory - this bear is known as
Pradalet from the Eric Petit collection.
£200-300

174.
A rare Russian comic eyed teddy
bear1950s, With white artificial silk plush,
wood pulp moulded head with open pink silk
plush mouth, unjointed with down turned
hand paws and brushed cotton feet pads,
when his chest is squeezed he roles his eyes
-15in. (38cm.) high (slight discolouration)
£200-300

175.
A rare Moritz Pappe teddy bear
cub, with beige wool plush, clear and black
glass eyes with original painted back, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, red stitched
mouth with felt tongue, swivel head, jointed
limbs with velvet pads, the feet card lined
and inoperative squeaker -8in. (20.5cm.) high
(fairly worn, some rust marks to arms, wire
frame protruding through tops of feet and a
few bald spots) £150-200

176.
A German 1930s teddy bear
souvenir of Schloss Waldeck, With unusual
brown striped tipped blonde mohair, black
glass eyes, slotted-in ears, black stitched
nose and mouth, fixed neck, pin-jointed
limbs, original ribbon, hanging string and
Schloss Waldeck pin to chest -5¾in. (14.5cm.)
high (slight fading and wear); and a Schloss
Waldeck postcard
£100-150
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179.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1908, With dark blonde mohair, black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative squeaker and small FF
button -13in. (33cm.) high (holes to pads, one
with patch, slight general wear and missing
one mouth stitch) - this bear is known as Rose
from the Wendy Jaques collection. £600-800

180.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1909, With blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, him,
inoperative growler and FF button -13½in.
(34.5cm.) high (patches to tips of hand pads,
slight general wear and thinning) - this bear
is known as Irene from the Wendy Jaques
collection. £600-800

177.
A Helvetic blue mohair musical
teddy bear, With long mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with felt pads and pressure-operated
musical mechanism, probably Moritz Pappe
due to closely stitched claws -15in. (38cm.)
high (some thinning and faded, nose stitching
probably replaced) £300-500

178.
A Helvetic musical teddy bear,
late 1920s, with pale blue long mohair, clear
and black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, replaced pink nose and mouth
stitching, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads and black stitched claws and pressure
operated musical mechanism -12in. (30.5cm.)
high (thinning and balding, colour faded and
discoloured) - the childhood toy of Naomi
Nelson, who was given this bear and a cat
by her mother in 1927, in Norfolk, Virginia,
USA. The bear remained with her until her
death in 2005. This lot comes with a letter of
provenance from her husband and copies of
photographs of Naomi as an adult £300-400
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181.
An early Steiff cinnamon mohair
teddy bear circa 1909, With black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, soft stuffed, inoperative squeaker and
FF button -13in. (33cm.) high (small bald spot
to top of head, slight general wear and minor
repairs to feet pads) PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR
HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE
PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE £800-1000
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Lot 182

Lot 183

182.
A fine 1920s white mohair Steiff
teddy bear, With clear and black glass eyes
with brown backs, pronounced muzzle,
brown stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative growler and FF button with
remains of red tag -20in. (51cm.) high (very
slight thinning and wear) PLEASE NOTE THIS
BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO
BE PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE £2000-3000
183.
A large and fine MAP (French)
teddy bear, With white wool plush, clear
and black glass eyes with brown backs, black
velvet nose, purple wool plush ear lining,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads,
black claw stitching coming slightly onto
pads, rounded hump and inoperative growler
-31½in. (80cm.) high (very minor wear) Manufacture D’animaux en Peluche (MAP)
was a Parisian company ran by Emile Lang
- this bear is known as Peyreret from the Eric
Petit collection. £400-600

188.
A MAP (French) teddy bear 1935,
With long reddish brown mohair, clear and
black glass eyes, inset blonde mohair muzzle,
black velvet nose, black stitched mouth and
claws coming slightly on to felt pads, swivel
head, jointed limbs and inoperative squeaker
-15in. (38cm.) high (some thinning) - this
bear is known as Peloux from the Eric Petit
collection. £120-180

185.
A MAP (French) teddy bear
1950/55, With blonde long shaggy mohair,
clear and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws coming slightly onto
pads, swivel head, broad shoulders, jointed
limbs with felt pads and inoperative squeaker
-22½in. (57cm.) high (slight damage to hand
pads) - this bear is known as Bourrut from the
Eric Petit collection. £140-180
186.
A MAP (French) teddy bear
1950/55, With brown curly mohair, clear
and black glass with with brown backs, black
velvet nose, black stitched mouth and claws,
swivel head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs
with felt pads and inoperative growler -23½in.
(60cm.) high (back seam open slightly showing
growler) - during the 1950s, FADAP bought the
firm MAP, so this model was sold under both
names - this actual bear appears on page 69
of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is
known as Pélégri from the Eric Petit collection.
£140-180

184.
A rare MAP (French) purple wool
plush teddy bear, With clear and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
golden push ear lining, swivel head, broad
shoulders, jointed limbs with plush pads,
hump and inoperative growler, 1950/55
-23½in. (59.5cm.) high (slight wear and the
odd tiny bald spot) - this bear is known as
Esquine from the Eric Petit collection.
£200-300
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187.
A MAP (French) teddy bear
1950/55, with cinnamon shaggy mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, inset cream felt
muzzle, black cloth nose, black stitched mouth
and claws, swivel head, broad shoulder,
jointed limbs with felt pads and inoperative
squeaker -23½in. (60cm.) high (slight moth
damage to felt, top of left leg seam open) this bear is known as Esbourriffé from the Eric
Petit collection. £140-180

189.
A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
1960s, with golden mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt and cloth and
felt pads with yellow label -15in. (38cm.) high
(missing hand pads) £40-60
190.
A Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear circa 1960, with blonde mohair, orange
and black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears
with bells, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
and cloth feet pads with yellow label -13in.
(33cm.) high (slight thinning) £50-80
191.
A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
1960s, with golden mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells, swivel
head, jointed limbs with felt and cloth and felt
pads -13½in. (34cm.) high £60-80

192.
A large Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear 1960s, With unusual cinnamon dralon
plush, orange and black plastic eyes, inset
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, ears with bells, swivel head, jointed
limbs and printed yellow label on foot -26in.
(66cm.) high (some ageing) £80-120
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193.
A large Merrythought Cheeky teddy
bear 1960s, With golden mohair, orange and
black plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, ears with
bells, swivel head, jointed limbs and remains
of printed white label on foot -27in. (68.5cm.)
high (slight thinning) £80-120
194.
A Merrythought Cheeky teddy bear
1960s, With golden mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, inset velvet muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, ears with bells,
swivel head, jointed limbs and printed yellow
label on foot -18in. (46cm.) high (very slight
thinning) £60-80

199.
A 1930s Merrythought teddy bear,
With golden mohair, large orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth, feet claws and webbed
hand claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
felt pads, rubbed woven label on foot and
discoloured ear button -24in. (61cm.) high
(darns to muzzle, bald spots, wear and fading)
£50-80

201.
“A rare Omega walking teddy bear
1920s,
With golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws coming
slightly onto hand pads, swivel head, jointed
arms with felt pads and hinged legs with
knees and felt pads with a leather toe and
inoperative growler -14¾in. (37.5cm.) high
(general wear and thinning, a few bald spots
and repairs to three pads) - when you hold
the bear and walk him along, the weight of his
feet cause him to have a walking motion “
£400-600

195.
A good quality Merrythought
Dalmatian pyjama case 1930s, With black
spotted white artificial silk plush, white edged
orange and black glass eyes and yellow woven
label on underside -21in. (53.5cm.) long (some
wear); and an artificial silk plush kangaroo and
joey £60-80

200.
A 1920s Farnell teddy bear, With
blonde mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and feet claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs and rounded hump
-27in. (68.5cm.) high (eyes seem a little too
small, a few small holes in muzzle and inside
left leg, pads recovered, some general wear)
£400-600
196.
A rare Merrythought Slumber Cat
1930s, With black mohair head, hands and
feet, inset blue glass eyes, black painted nose,
red artificial silk plush integral suit and ear
lining -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (slight wear and
ageing to art-silk) £200-300

197.
A rare Merrythought Chubby teddy
bear 1936, With brown wool plush with a
white fleck, white muzzle and feet, orange and
black glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with felt
pads and woven yellow label on foot -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (wear and some balding and
repairs to three pads) £200-300
198.
A Merrythought Boo Boo de Boo
dog 1930s, With blonde mohair, brown
mohair ear and tail, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, large
swivel head and printed label -9in. (23cm.)
high (slight wear and dusty); and a French
artificial silk plush dog on tricycle (wear)
£50-80
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Lot 201

202.
A rare Farnell brown wool plush
teddy bear 1930/40s, With orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with felt pads, slight hump and
inoperative squeaker -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(slight fading and very minor wear)
£200-300

203.
A rare Omega orange artificial
silk plush teddy bear 1930s, With clear and
black eyes with brown painted backs, short
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with
brushed cotton pads, slight rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker -13in. (33cm.) high
(slightly discoloured and minor damage to
pads) £200-300
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204.
A fine and early Steiff
cinnamon centre-seam teddy bear 1908,
With black boot button eyes, pronounced
clipped muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
working large side squeezed squeaker,
soft stuffing and FF button -20in. (51cm.)
high (excellent condition with very slight
thinning to top and back of head, two
tiny holes to right hand pad) PLEASE
NOTE THIS BEAR HAS AN ADDITIONAL
5% IMPORT VAT TO BE PAID ON THE
HAMMER PRICE £4000-6000

205.
A fine and early Steiff white centreseam teddy bear 1908, with black boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pads,
hump, inoperative growler, soft stuffing and FF
button -20in. (51cm.) high (excellent condition
with slight overall thinning, thinning to tip of
left foot pad) PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR HAS AN
ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE PAID ON
THE HAMMER PRICE
£4000-6000
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Lot 206

211.
A Chad Valley clown teddy bear
1930s, With beige wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes with beige felt behind, brown
plush ears, brown stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads, HM
Queen and woven blue and white label on
feet pads and inoperative squeaker -16in.
(40.5cm) high (one ear split to make two ears
with new halves, replaced pom-poms, repairs
to feet pads and discoloured) £200-300

206.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1909, With golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongate climbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and FF button -20in.
(51cm.) high (fading, some slight thinning and
damage to pads); wearing a modern leather
heart studded collar - PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR
HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE
PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE £3000-5000

208.
A Chad Valley blue and white
wool plush Cubby teddy bear 1950s, With
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed arms,
seated with blue pads and label in chest seam
-9½in. (24cm.) high (slight wear and thinning,
damage to pads) £60-80

207.
Two Chad Valley bears, A teddy
bear with blonde synthetic plush, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs leather
pads and label in side seam -12in. (30.5cm.)
high (slightly faded); and a polar bear cub on
all fours with white wool plush, orange and
black glass eyes and label in leg seam -8½in.
(21.5cm.) long (three pads repaired and slight
wear) £80-120

212.
A rare Chad Valley dark brown
mohair teddy bear 1930s, With orange and
black glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with brown felt pads,
slight hump, red and white woven label and
inoperative squeaker -19in. (48cm.) high (bald
spots to belly, slight general wear, faded in
areas and repairs to pads) £200-300

209.
A Chad Valley Cubby teddy bear
1930s, With brown and white mohair, orange
and black glass eyes, black stitched nose and
mouth, swivel head, jointed arms, seated and
felt pads -14in. (35cm.) high (some fading and
slight wear) £80-120

Lot 208
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210.
A Chad Valley 1950s teddy bear,
With golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, swivel head and jointed limbs wearing
white cotton dress -16in. (40.5cm.) high
(balding to body and pads replaced); and a
Chiltern Hugmee teddy bear hand puppet
£40-60

213.
A good Chad Valley teddy bear late
1920s, With light golden mohair, orange and
black glass eye, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched bulbous nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth
pads, inoperative squeaker and metal rimmed
button at top of chest -16in. (41cm.) high (one
eye replaced and slight thinning) £200-300
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

219.
A FADAP teddy bear 1937, With
pinkish golden mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown backs, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with plush pads and growler
-23½in. (59.5cvm.) high (fairly worn) - this
actual bear appears on page 66 of Eric
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as
Poulidou from the Eric Petit collection.
£140-180

214.
A Chad Valley teddy bear 1930s,
With golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed limbs
with felt pads, woven red and white label on
foot, button in ear and inoperative squeaker
-19½in. (49.5cm.) high (damaged pads, two
glue stained, general wear and thinning, ear
button missing covering) £150-200
215.
A post-war Chiltern Hugmee teddy
bear, With blonde mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs with painted
cloth pads and inoperative squeaker -21in.
(53cm.) high (slight wear and worn pads)
£60-80
216.
Two British pandas, One with white
wool and black artificial silk plush, one clear
and black glass eye, black felt eye patches,
nose and pads, elongated muzzle, swivel head
and jointed limbs, possibly 1930/40s -13in.
(33cm.) high; and an unjointed wool plush
example (both with some general wear)
£80-100
217.
An excellent Blue Ribbon Musical
Teddy, 1950s, with golden mohair, orange and
black plastic eyes, felt noses, stitched mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown pads,
key-wind musical mechanism, original ribbon
and card tag -12in. (30.5cm.) high £40-60

218.
Original Teddy Edwards
photographs from the archive of Patrick
and Mollie Matthews, Teddy Edwards to
the Rescue, the original fifty black and white
photographs for the printers; Teddy Edwards
in the Country, the original forty-two black
and white finished photographs for the
printers; and other photographs from other
books, press images and behind the scene
photos £50-80
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224.
A rare Jason Soft Toys teddy bear
1950s, With golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with brown felt
pads, growler, leg seam ‘Made in England’
cloth label and black and silver paper chest
label ‘Hygienic Jason Soft Toys’ -19½in.
(49.5cm.) high (label creased) £200-300
220.
A FADAP 1950s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
black plastic nose, swivel head, jointed limbs
with velvet pads, chunky body, slight hump
and inoperative growler -22½in. (57cm.)
high (some general wear, pad plush worn) this actual bear appears on page 70 of Eric
Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear is known as
Espinassounel from the Eric Petit collection.
£120-180
221.
A FADAP teddy bear 1948, With
light brown cotton plush, clear and black glass
eyes with brown painted backs, Bakelite nose,
black stitched mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with plush pads and inoperative
growler -17½in. (44.5cm.) high (wear and
thinning, front slightly faded) - this bear is
known as Figaret from the Eric Petit collection.
£80-120

225.
An unusual British musical panda,
With black and white mohair, orange and
black glass eyes with felt backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose and mouth,
seated upright and tail-turn plinking musical
mechanism, probably 1950s -9in. (23cm.) high
(general wear and thinning) £80-120

222.
A FADAP teddy bear 1955, With
yellow Rayonne plush, orange and black glass
eyes, Bakelite nose, brown stitched mouth
and claws, swivel head, jointed back turned
arms and legs with cream leatherette and
slight hump -26in. (66cm.) high (plush a little
flattened) - this actual bear appears on page
72 of Eric Petit’s book on FADAP - this bear
is known as Amistous from the Eric Petit
collection. £70-100
223.
A FADAP teddy bear 1955, With
pale golden nylon plush, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
black plastic nose, black stitched mouth and
claws, swivel head and jointed back turned
arms and legs with brown velvet pads -21in.
(53.5cm.) high (some slight wear) - this actual
bear appears on page 73 of Eric Petit’s book
on FADAP - this bear is known as Roque from
the Eric Petit collection. £60-80

226.
An unusual Chiltern sheepskin
Hugmee teddy bear, With white sheepskin,
orange and black glass eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with leather pads and label in side seam
‘Chiltern Hugmee Toys Real Sheep Skin Made
in England’, 1940s -13½in. (34cm.) high (some
slight wear) £100-150
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227.
A German clockwork teddy bear
skier 1950s, Carton with beige wool plush,
orange and black glass eyes, black metal nose,
clothes and wooden skis with poles, key wind
mechanism -7½in. (19cm.) high £100-150
228.
A German 1920s bear candy
container, Papier-mâché covered in blonde
mohair, orange and black glass eyes and head
removed to reveal container -10½in. (26.5cm.)
high (mohair very worn) £80-100
229.
A set of unusual teddy bear salt
and peppers 1930s, Comprising two male, a
female and two girls in painted clothes with
cork stoppers -4½in. (11.5cm.) high £50-80

230.
An early bear on wheels, with
cinnamon mohair, black boot button eyes,
black stitched nose with nostrils, mouth and
claws, central seam, tail, standing on all fours
with felt pads, remains of red collar, metal
frame with cast-metal four-spoked wheels
-23½in. (60cm.) long (eyes probably replaced,
worn, patched hole on back) £200-300

231.
A British bear on wheels 1920s,
With blonde mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
central seam, tail, standing on all fours with
felt pads, metal frame with cast metal wheels
pierced with four large and four small circles
-22½in. (57cm.) long (some balding, pads
damaged, legs squashed and ears need
reattaching) £150-200
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232.
A large British teddy bear with
provenance 1920s, With golden mohair,
orange and black glass eyes, brown stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with rexine pads and inoperative growler
-32in. (81cm.) high (missing ear, balding areas
and general wear and splitting to right foot
pad); original photographs of the owner with
this bear and another of Jack Tucker in naval
uniform with letter of provenance - Big Ted
was give to the owner by her elder brother
Jack Tucker who was in the navy, the photo
shows his sister aged 3 years old. £200-300

234.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1909, With white mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, brown
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with felt pad,
inoperative growler and FF button -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (wear and thinning, bald spots,
darn to tip of muzzle, repairs and holes to
pads) - this was the childhood bear of Edith
Tassel born in the 1890s £300-500
235.
A British teddy bear with
provenance circa 1928, with golden mohair,
pronounced muzzle, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads and inoperative growler
-22in. (56cm.) high (replaced ears, eyes and
some black stitching, patch to muzzle, worn);
and three small original photographs of
the bear with his owner - M. Bear was the
childhood toy of Audrey Forgreen and was
given to her on her first birthday in 1928, a
letter that comes with this bear details their
life together £100-150
236.
A British 1930s teddy bear, With
golden mohair, pronounced muzzle, black
stitched nose, swivel head, jointed limbs
and inoperative squeaker -14½in. (36.5cm.)
high (damage to muzzle, missing eyes, pads
recovered, wear and thinning) £30-50

233.
An early German teddy bear with
provenance, With golden mohair, black boot
button eyes pronounced muzzle, re-stitched
black nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, hump and inoperative growler
-22in. (56cm.) high (replaced pads, bald spot
to right hand, slight general wear and eyes
possibly replaced) - this bear is known as
Albert was owned by Mary Armitage Bowman
1906-1989 and was bought from her daughter
Miriam (Mim) Brown, Liverpool, West Derby,
later from from the Wendy Jaques collection.
£200-300

237.
A British teddy bear, possibly Dean’s
1930s, with golden mohair, replaced orange
and black glass eyes, replaced black stitching,
swivel head, jointed limbs with velvet pads
and inoperative squeaker -21in. (53.5cm.) high
(general wear and thinning) £40-60
238.
A Chad Valley teddy bear, 1940s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads and
printed foot label -13in. (33cm.) high (general
wear, hand pads missing and repair to foot
pads); two worn British teddy bears and two
dogs £60-80
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239.
A Chad Valley teddy bear 1930s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs, inoperative squeaker and button in ear
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (pads recovered and
some general wear); and a Chad seated Cubby
(worn and patches to bottom) £40-60
240.
Two Twyford teddy bears, Both
with blonde mohair, orange and black plastic
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head and jointed limbs -16in. (40.5cm.) height
of largest (slight general wear, pads worn)
£30-50
241.
A post-war Chad Valley musical
teddy bear, with golden synthetic plush,
orange and black plastic eyes, black stitched
nose and mouth, swivel head, jointed limbs
with painted brown pads, key-wind musical
mechanism and label in side seam -13½in.
(34cm.) high (slight wear); a modern Dean’s,
Merrythought and Heartfelt bear £30-50
242.
Three post-war British teddy bears,
One with golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head and jointed limbs with leatherette
pads -14in. (35.5cm.) high; and two others,
one smaller and one larger (slight wear)
£50-80

248.
Various teddy bears, A recent
Merrythought for Harrods Scottish teddy bear
-18in. (45.5cm.) high; a white plush Chad
Valley type post-war teddy bear; a Hermann
Zotty and two others £60-80
249.
A small post-war Steiff teddy bear,
With beige mohair, brown and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs and script button -6in.
(15cm.) high (slight wear); and a Petz teddy
bear with chest button (worn) £50-80

255.
An Ideal teddy bear circa 1910,
With golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
elongated limbs, hump and side squeaker
-11in. (28cm.) high (fairly worn and pads
replaced) £100-150

250.
A small Diem teddy bear 1950s,
With golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes
with light brown backs, short mohair muzzle
and pads, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed limbs and squeaker
-11½in. (29cm.) high; and two other German
teddy bears £70-100
251.
A German 1920s teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, remains of black stitched
nose and claws, slotted-in ears, swivel head,
elongated body, jointed limbs, rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker -24½in. (62cm.) high
(general wear and thinning, pads recovered)
£60-80

243.
A 1930s German teddy bear, with
golden mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
slotted-in ears, black stitched nose, mouth
and claws, swivel head and jointed limbs
-17in. (43cm.) high (recovered pads and slight
general wear); and two other bears
£50-80

256.
An early teddy bear circa 1910,
with golden mohair, black boot button eyes,
black stitched nose and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, hump, later
military uniform and accessories, possibly
British -16½in. (42cm.) high (darns and holes
to muzzle, balding and general wear)
£200-300

244.
A Chiltern type teddy bear 1930s,
with golden mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, remains of black stitching, swivel head
and jointed limbs with cloth pads -19in.
(48cm.) high (head needs re-attaching
correctly, general wear and damage to two
pads); and a one-armed Tara teddy bear
£60-80
245.
Various bears, Merrythought - a
1960s synthetic plush panda on all fours -15in.
(38cm.) long; a limited edition Virgin Atlantic
Cheeky; and another bear; and three other
bears £50-80

252.
A rare pink mohair Diem teddy bear
1950s, with orange and black glass eyes, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with mohair pads, inoperative
squeaker and checked dress -11½in. (29cm.)
high (slight wear and discoloured) £80-120

246.
A post-war teddy bear, Possibly
French, light golden mohair, clear and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, red stitched lip, swivel head, jointed
limbs with white dralon pads and inoperative
growler -20½in. (52cm.) high (general wear
and thinning) £30-50

253.
A German 1930s teddy bear, with
white shaggy mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose and mouth, slotted-on
ears, swivel head and jointed limbs with felt
pads -15in. (38cm.) high (pads replaced and
repaired and some thinning) £100-150

257.
A Pintel teddy bear 1930/35, With
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
pronounced muzzle, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head, chunky body,
jointed arms with cloth pads and inoperative
growler -23in. (58.5cm.) high (fairly worn and
sparse) - interestingly Pintel bear look very
like FADAP at this time - this bear is known as
Esquinle from the Eric Petit collection.
£150-200

247.
Four teddy bears, A worn Chiltern
Hugmee with plastic nose -16in. (40.5cm.)
high; a Pedigree musical bear; a cotton plush
bear and another (some general wear); and a
Dean’s Rag Book Co doll (new wig) £40-60

254.
An American teddy bear 1910-20s,
with dark golden mohair, black boot button
eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with felt pads,
rounded hump and inoperative squeaker
-11½in. (29cm.) high (hand pads recovered
and wear to feet pads) - this bear is known
as Teddy Gruff from the Wendy Jaques
collection. £100-150

258.
A Pintel teddy bear 1933/35, With
long golden silky mohair, clear and black glass
eyes, inserted short mohair muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with cloth pads, rounded hump
and inoperative squeaker -22½in. (57.5cm.)
high (a few bald spots and some general wear)
- this bear is known as Gold from the Eric Petit
collection. £150-200
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262.
A small early Farnell teddy bear
1920s, With blonde mohair, black boot button
eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs, slight hump and inoperative
growler -12in. (30.5cm.) high (replaced pads,
general wear and possibly eyes replaced) this bear is known as Robin from the Wendy
Jaques collection. £150-200

259.
A Pintel teddy bear, circa 1950,
with brown mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black plastic eyes, black
stitched mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed limbs with plush pads and inoperative
squeaker -19in. (48.5cm.) high (some general
wear, a few bald spots) - this bear is known
Espincthou from the Eric Petit collection.
£80-120

263.
A post-war Farnell teddy bear,
With blonde mohair, clear and black glass
eyes with remains of brown painted backs,
muzzle with black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with painted cloth
pads, small hump and inoperative growler
-16½in. (42cm.) high (some general wear and
thinning) - this bear is known as George from
the Wendy Jaques collection. £100-150

266.
A post-war Chad Valley teddy bear,
With blonde mohair, orange and black glass
eyes, black stitched nose and mouth, swivel
head, jointed limbs with oil-cloth pads, label
on foot and clothed -15½in. (39cm.) high (one
eye replace and too small, general wear and
thinning) £30-50
267.
A small Merrythought Cheeky
teddy bear late 1950s, with golden artificial
silk plush, orange and black glass eyes, inset
velvet muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, ears with bells, jointed
limbs with felt pads and printed white label on
foot -9½in. (24cm.) high (damage to foot pad
and slight wear) £60-80
268.
A Merrythought Bingie Baby
teddy bear 1930s, with light brown and
white mohair, orange and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, felt lined
ears, swivel head, jointed arms, felt pads
and seated -13½in. (34cm.) high (balding,
thinning, fading and damaged pads) £50-80
269.
A rare Jan Jac teddy bear 1955,
With light golden mohair, orange and black
plastic eyes, black stitched nose and mouth,
swivel head, jointed limbs with white plush
pads, inoperative growler, label on foot and
large card label attached with original ribbon
-15¼in. (38cm.) high (general wear and
thinning) - this bear is known as Matras from
the Eric Petit collection. £120-180

260.
An early Farnell teddy bear 1920s,
With light golden mohair, orange and black
glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth, webbed hand and feet claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with cloth pads,
hump and inoperative growler -16½in. (42cm.)
high (balding to face and ear, head and leg
stitched in place, damage to pads and some
general wear) £200-300

261.
A small early Farnell teddy bear
1920s, With blonde mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with brown painted backs,
pronounced clipped muzzle, black stitched
nose, mouth and claws, swivel head, jointed
limbs with cloth pads, hump and inoperative
squeaker -12in. (30.5cm.) high (replaced
hand pads and slight general wear) - this bear
is known as Billy from the Wendy Jaques
collection. £200-300
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264.
A rare early white mohair Farnell
teddy bear 1920s, With black flat boot
button eyes, pronounced clipped muzzle, pink
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head
jointed limbs, hump and inoperative growler
-14½in. (37cm.) high (bald areas, general wear
and thinning, pads replaced) £200-300

270.
A large Ede (French) teddy bear
1950, With reddish brown mohair, bright
orange and black glass eyes, pronounce
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws
coming onto pads in a W, red felt tongue,
cream plush ear lining and pads, swivel head,
broad shoulders, jointed limbs and inoperative
growler -27½in. (70cm.) high (slight wear and
back seam open to expose growler) - this
bear is known as Lunès from the Eric Petit
collection. £160-180
271.
A 1930s French teddy bear, With
brown mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
brown painted backs, pronounced muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with plush pads, growler
and original ribbon stitched to chest -23½in.
(60cm.) high (slight wear) - this bear is
known as Dauphinenque from the Eric Petit
collection. £150-200

265.
A large 1930s Chiltern Hugmee
teddy bear, with golden mohair, clear and
black glass eyes with remains of brown
painted backs, pronounced clipped muzzle,
black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed limbs with velvet pads and
hump -28in. (71cm.) high (thinning around
eyes, slight general wear, fading and stuffing
shifted) - the childhood bear of Angela Butler
who was born on the 1st February 1933 in
Brentwood, the bear was bought for her in
1936 when she had moved to Bristol. A copy
of a photograph sold with the lot shows
Angela aged 3. £300-400

272.
A French 1950s teddy bear, With
golden mohair, clear and black glass eyes with
remains of brown painted backs, pronounced
muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
unusual reddish brown mohair ear lining and
pads, swivel head, jointed limbs and growler
-22½in. (57cm.) high (thinning and slight
balding to back, slight general wear) - this
bear is known as Prades from the Eric Petit
collection. £80-120
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273.
A MAP (French) teddy bear late
1930s, with brown artificial silk plush, clear
and black glass eyes with red painted backs,
pronounced muzzle, black velvet nose, swivel
head, broad shoulders, jointed limbs with
cloth pads, hump and inoperative squeaker
-24½in. (62cm.) high (one ankle split, wear to
feet pads) - this bear is known as Nougaret
from the Eric Petit collection. £70-100
274.
Various soft toys, Pedigree - dog
with red felt slipper in mouth -11in. (28cm.)
high and a monkey; a Steiff post-war lying
German shepherd; a German brown mohair
jointed poodle and others £30-50
275.
Various teddy bears, A clockwork
standing bear with head moving up and down
-6in. (15cm.) high; a teddy bear to dress with
mohair head, hands and feet, cloth body
(lacks cloths); a painted bisque E. Heubach
320 baby and other items £50-80
276.
Various Merrythought soft toys,
Including a French poodle in beret -9in.
(23cm.) long, Tramp, two Thumpers, two
Dalmatians and Roo; a Chad Valley cat in pink
gingham; a boxer puppy; and a Jungle Toys
siamese cat (some wear) £60-80
277.
Various teddy bears and soft toys,
A Chad Valley blue Rainbow standing teddy
bear with white mohair head, 1930s -12½in.
(31cm.) high (almost completely bald, hole
in body); a monkey, a penguin, two dogs, a
Golliwog and other items (generally worn)
£80-100

279.
An early British jointed dachshund,
Probably Farnell with dark cinnamon mohair,
black boot button eyes, black stitched nose,
mouth and claws, swivel head and jointed legs
-10in. (25cm.) long (some thinning and wear, a
few bald spots) £100-150

286.
An Ingersoll Mickey Mouse Pocket
Watch, The hands Mickey’s arms with second
dial, on fob chain with Ingersoll medal, in
original box (missing winder and box damaged
and taped); and a small Armand Marseille
baby £100-150

280.
A British Hare from Little Grey
Rabbit, with wool plush head and hands,
brown plastic eyes and felt clothes, probably
1950s -10½in. (26.5cm.) high (slight wear);
and an Oban bunny £50-80
281.
An Alpha Farnell musical Mammy
and baby, with pressed velvet face, stuffed
arms and baby, with original red striped dress
and turban, wind up musical mechanism
activated when lifted and white and blue
woven label on underside -14½in. (37cm.)
high (dress damaged, some wear and dirty)
£70-100

287.
A Wilfred Haughton pen and ink
drawing of Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck,
With body colour, autographed and date
1943, probably from an autograph book -6½in.
(16.5cm.) width of image (slight creasing and
staining) - Wilfred Haughton who illustrated
the British Mickey Mouse comics and related
items £180-220
288.
A limited edition Mickey Mouse
cel, From Mickey’s Polo Team 1936, edition
of 2500, framed and glazed -19½in. (49.5cm.)
width of frame £50-80

278.
A rare Farnell Jemima Puddle-Duck
1910-20s, with white mohair, black boot
button eyes, yellow cloth beak and webbed
feet, jointed neck and legs -13in. (33cm.) high
(missing shawl and bonnet, general wear and
thinning); and a post-war Steiff standing rabbit
£150-200
Lot 290

282.
Florence K Upton The Adventures
of two Dutch Dolls, Inscribed Ralph F
Symonds from Aunt Lizzie August 17 1899
(cover edges slight worn, pages good)
£60-80
283.
Florence K Upton Golliwogg books,
The Golliwogg’s Polar Adventure (cover worn)
and The Golliwogg in Holland (pages loose and
interior wear) £40-60
284.
Florence K Upton Golliwogg books,
The Golliwogg’s Airship, The Golliwogg’s
Auto-Go-Cart and The Golliwogg’s Bicycle Club
(some wear)
285.
A rare Little Black Sambo nursery
table cloth, The edge with illustrations from
the book by Helen Bannerman with blue
border -50in. (127cm.) square (slight staining
and fading) £40-60
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289.
Three rare Atelier Fauni (Finland)
Moomin Trolls, probably Moominpappa
and Moominmamma, grey wool push, white
leather faces, clear and black glass eyes with
different painted colour backs, leather feet
and hands, the feet with makers stamp -5½in.
(14cm.) high (missing hand, one eye broken
and wear); other items including two Gonks
and a Chad Valley teddy bear £60-80
290.
A rare Chad Valley Navy Week
Bulldog for HMS Revenge, Of cream velvet
with airbrushed brown patches, orange and
black glass eyes, brown stitched nose and
mouth, oil-cloth collar, sailor’s hat with HMS
Revenge hat band, unusual woven red and
white label ‘Chad Valley Products British
Sellicks, Plymouth’, celluloid covered blue
button and card tag -8in. (20.5cm.) long (slight
discolouration) £150-200
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Lot 305

293.
A post-war Steiff Renny Reindeer,
With button, yellow cloth tag and chest tag
-9¾in. (25cm.) long; and a Piccy Pelican with
button and yellow cloth tag (slight wear)
£50-80
294.
Two post-war Steiff pigeons, A grey
mohair pigeon with velvet tail and wings,
plastic feet with button and yellow cloth tag
(button rusty); and a fan tail white dragon
pigeon with button, 1969-73 (some wear,
dusty and velvet curled) £30-50
295.
A rare Steiff post-war Father
Christmas, With rubber face and hands, white
mohair beard, red felt costume with white
wool trim and script button under jacket trim
-4¾in. (12cm.) high (rubber slightly perished
and dirty, splash of candle wax on shoe)
£40-60
296.
Two post-war Steiff Adebar storks,
Felt with metal feet and plastic beaks, buttons,
yellow cloth and chest tags -6in. (15cm.) high
(some wear) £40-60
297.
Five post-war Steiff woodland
animals, a wild boar -11in. (28cm.) long, a Piff
marmot, Joggi hedgehog and Possy and Perri
squirrels, four buttons, five chest and three
yellow cloth tags (boar with one loose tusk)
£60-80
291.
A rare Harwin 1st World War
Tommy felt doll, The face with central seam,
black boot button eyes, painted moustache,
eyebrows and hair, jointed body, khaki green
felt uniform, oil-cloth Sam Brown, shoes and
hat band -13in. (33cm.) high (moth hole to left
hand, other small holes, slightly discoloured
and missing some brass buttons) £400-600
292.
An unusual dangling teddy bear
similar to a Chad Valley Tango, with remains
of pink mohair, clear and black glass eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth, swivel head,
long legged green velvet body and inoperative
squeaker -11½in. (29cm.) high (repairs to
shoulder and mohair bald) £30-50
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298.
Six post-war Steiff wild animals, a
running leopard -9in. (23cm.) long, a reclining
tiger and lion, Jocko, Mungo and Coco
monkeys, one button, six chest tags (some
fading) £50-80
299.
Eight post-war Steiff birds and
aquatic animals, a Floppy Duck-9½in. (24cm.)
long, a Robby Seal, two Hansi Budgerigar, a
duck, a frog, a stork and a lizard, four with
buttons (some slight wear, the last two with
damage) £40-60

Lot 306

300.
A Steiff Record Peter, With brown
mohair, brown and black glass eyes, felt face,
ears, hands and feet, swivel head, jointed
limbs, seated on metal framed cart with red
painted wooden wheels, probably late 1930s
-9in. (23cm.) high (missing half of left ear,
slight general wear); a post-war Steiff monkey;
and a Merrythought Gran’pops (very worn
and missing ear) £60-80
301.
Post-war and modern Steiff,
Post-war - two miniature hedgehogs and a
pom-pom mouse with buttons and yellow tags
and another Dralon rabbit; a Reuge musical
crib toy rabbit (not working); and five modern
Steiff bears £50-80
302.
Various soft toys, Steiff post-war
running tiger, running boar, penguin and
seated boxer; an Italian synthetic plush
German Shepherd with label -7½in. (19cm.)
long; a red pom-pom Imp; and a kangaroo fur
koala muff (wear and discoloured) £60-80
303.
A Steiff post-war Basi jointed
dachshund, with button and remains of
yellow cloth tag -5in. (12.5cm.) long; and a
German dralon Teddy Baby type bear £30-50
304.
Teddy Bear ephemera, More About
Teddy B and Teddy G the Roosevely Bears by
Seymour Eaton, 1907; a Selchow & Righter
New York Teddy Bear Paper Doll with remains
of envelope (surface damage to paper), When
Teddy Comes Marching Home sheet music
with photo of Roosevelt on cover, a M A
Donohus & Co The Three Bears, photographs,
postcards and other items £50-80
305.
A rare Steiff cinnamon mohair Treff
dog, Seated with brown and black glass eyes
inserted into heavy eye lids, black stitched
nose and claws, swivel head, inoperative
squeaker and FF button, late 1920s -10½in.
(26.5cm.) high (slight thinning and general
wear, hole under back of one front leg and
replaced collar) £300-500
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312.
A rare large early Steiff apricot mohair centre-seam
teddy bear circa 1908, with black boot button eyes, pronounced
part clipped muzzle, black stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with replaced felt pads, hump and
growler -28in. (71cm.) high (a neatly inserted piece of mohair at
the top of each ankle to repair a split, black stitching probably
replaced) - this bear’s mohair is of an exceptional lustrous quality
and a very rare apricot gold colour - PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR HAS
AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE PAID ON THE HAMMER
PRICE £4000-6000

306.
A rare Steiff brown-tipped mohair
teddy bear late 1920s, With brown and black
glass eyes, black stitched nose, mouth and
claws, swivel head, jointed elongated limbs
with felt pads, hump, growler and FF button
-20in. (51cm.) high (bald spot to right cheek,
some thinning and wear, patch over hole on
damaged right hand pad and glue/paint to
feet pads, this is scratching off, so potentially
could be improved to a light grey stain)
£600-800

309.
An early Steiff teddy bear circa
1910, with golden mohair, black glass
eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains of black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel head,
jointed elongated limbs with felt pads, hump,
inoperative growler and waistcoat with fob
watch -24½in. (62cm.) high (large holes to
arms, chest and muzzle, some patched and
some darned, eye probably replaced, hand
pads replaced and other wear) - this bear is
known as Sebastian £400-600

307.
A miniature Steiff teddy bear 1920s,
with blonde mohair, black glass eyes, black
stitched nose and mouth, swivel head and
jointed limbs with large feet -4in. (10cm.) high
(bald areas) £100-150

310.
A 1920s Steiff teddy bear, with
golden mohair, brown and black glass eyes,
pronounced part clipped muzzle, black
stitched nose, mouth and claws, swivel
head, jointed elongated limbs with very well
replaced pads, hump, growler and small FF
button -25in. (63.5cm.) high (slight thinning
and a little faded) PLEASE NOTE THIS BEAR
HAS AN ADDITIONAL 5% IMPORT VAT TO BE
PAID ON THE HAMMER PRICE £2000-3000

308.
A miniature Schuco red mohair
teddy bear late 1920s, with metal pin eyes,
black stitched nose and mouth and metal
framed jointed body -3½in. (9cm.) high (bald
and thinning) £80-120

311.
A rare Steiff closed mouth Teddy
Baby, with light golden mohair, brown and
black glass eyes, pronounced muzzle, remains
of black stitched nose, mouth and claws,
swivel head, jointed limbs with down turned
hands, shorter mohair tops of feet and felt
pads, inoperative squeaker and FF button with
remains of red tag, circa 1930 -11in. (28cm.)
high (some general wear and thinning, one
foot pad split and slight damage to other
pads) £400-600
Lot 310

Lot 309
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330.
A Pedigree hard plastic black
walking doll, With sleeping eyes, black curly
wig and white dress -21in. (53cm.) high (right
head seam opening) £30-40

Post-war Dolls

331.
British hard plastic dolls, A
Roddy walking doll with blonde hair -21½in.
(54.5cm.) high and a small Roddy walker (both
heads set too high above body), three Roddy
babies, a Pedigree baby; two other dolls with
missing parts £50-80

313.
Mattel Barbie Collector’s Edition
My Fair Lady, Barbie in four different outfits
and Ken as Professor Higgins, in original boxes
£80-120
314.
Two Mattel Bob Mackie Barbie
dolls, Queen of Hearts and Diamond Dazzle, in
original boxes £50-80

321.
A Mattel Vera Wang Barbie, And
Couture Serenade in Satin; 35th Anniversary
Barbie and Silken Flame Barbie, in original
boxes £40-60
322.
Mattel Collector’s Barbie dolls,
Including Coca-Cola Party Barbie, 40th
Anniversary Barbie, Millennium Princess,
Celebrating Forty Years of Dreams and five
others, in original boxes £70-100
323.
Collection of post-war dolls, Twelve
hard-plastic and vinyl dolls; a Sindy and a
quantity of Barbie and other similar dolls (all
playworn); a House of Durham Bear jockey; a
kit made Paddington and other bears £50-80
324.
Post-war dolls, A German
composition character toddler -19in. (48.5cm.)
high; a few other plastic and vinyl dolls
including a black girl; and doll’s accessories
(some damage) £30-50

316.
Six Mattel The Great Eras Collection
Barbie dolls, Including Grecian Goddess,
Gibson Girl, Elizabethan Queen and Southern
Belle, in original boxes £60-80

318.
Five Mattel Barbie Collector’s
Editions, The Peacock Barbie, Claude Monet
Water Lily Barbie, Autumn Glory, Spring
Bouquet and The Tale of Beatrix Potter, in
original boxes £50-80
319.
Four Mattel Classique Collection
Barbies, Romantic Interlude, Opening Night
(box a little squashed), Midnight Gala and
Evening Sophisticate, in original boxes
£40-50
320.
Four Mattel Barbie Collector’s
Editions, X-Files Barbie and Ken as Scully and
Mulder, two My Fair Lady and Scarlett O’Hara;
and Promenade in the Park, in original boxes
£60-80
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333.
A modern 19th century style
automaton of a girl in a barrel, With china
head, musical mechanism and green velvet
base with photocopied label to underside
-15½in. (39.5cm.) high £20-30
334.
Peggy Nisbet dolls, Sixteen boxed
dolls including Henry VIII and his five wives,
other historical figures (some damage to
boxes) £30-50
335.
A Pedigree 1960s Sindy doll,
Marked Made in England with brown hair and
bendable legs; a Hong Kong Paul and Patch,
some original clothing; a Pelham Puppet SN
Baby Bimbo, in original box, and a witch; and
seven wooden headed hand puppets
£60-80
336.
Four Old Cottage Dolls, With plastic
heads, felt bodies, dressed as a Scotsman,
prince, princess and a bridesmaid with card
tags, two with Design Centre tag -9¼in.
(23.5cm.) high £60-80

315.
Two Mattel Bob Mackie Barbie
dolls, Goddess of the Sun and Diamond
Dazzle, in original boxes £50-80

317.
Five Mattel Barbie Collector’s
Edition famous characters, Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes Marilyn, X-Files Barbie and Ken as
Scully and Mulder, Dorothy in the Wizard of
Oz, Scarlett O’Hara and Sleeping Beauty, in
original boxes £60-80

332.
A modern 19th century style
automaton of a sailor girl, Sat on a cylindrical
base with music mechanism and Jumeau label
-17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and similar musical
sailor boy £30-40

325.
A Kenner Blythe multi-eyed doll,
With blonde hair, four different eye colours
and original outfit -11½in. (29cm.) high (not
fixed at waist, missing a few eye lashes,
mechanism sticky on pink eye and thinning to
top of head) £30-50
326.
A Palitoy Petal Skin Doll, Vinyl,
original clothes and in original box (box faded
and skirt a little stained) £30-50
327.
Mattel Barbie & Ken Star Trek Gift
Set, Happy Family Midge & Baby and Teen
Talk Barbie, in original boxes (the later with
crumpled box) £30-40
328.
Two Royal Doulton Collectors Dolls,
Wednesday’s and Friday’s Girls, in original
boxes; Danbury Mint - Little Miss Muffet, in
original box, Alice in Wonderland (broken
bottle) and Little Bo-Peep £40-60
329.
Vinyl characters, Two Hummel
children (one missing shoes); three Campbell
Kid Scotsmen (one missing clothes); and four
plastic PG Tips chimp egg cups £30-50

337.
Two larger Old Cottage Dolls, With
rubber heads, blonde plaited wigs, felt bodies,
gingham dresses, one pink and one blue
with straw hats -11½in. (29cm.) high (rubber
wrinkling, some moth damage to felt)
£30-50
338.
Two Heidi Ott Little Ones black
children, Girl and smaller boy, in original
window boxes £30-50
339.
Ex-Shop Stock post-war dolls, Four
Palitoy celluloid head dolls in red dungarees
and two in black, in original cellophane
-14½in. (36.5cm.) high; two others and a
Lefray teddy bear £60-80
340.
A Pedigree hard plastic Princess
Anne doll, In Norman Hartnell dress -13½in.
(34cm.) high; and another walking hard plastic
doll with a few additional clothes £50-80
341.
Two hard plastic walking dolls, One
in a pale yellow dressed marked Pedigree
-21½in. (54.5cm.) high and another with
brown hair dressed as a bride; rubber headed
Laurel and Hardy dolls dressed as sailors and
other dolls £60-80
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Antique & Vintage Dolls

352.
A small Kämmer & Reinhardt black
doll, With fixed dark eyes, black curly wool
wig, straight limbed body and original green
and white striped skirt and hat with pink
top, possibly French colonial costume -6in.
(15.5cm.) approximate height as missing legs
£60-80
353.
A small Kämmer & Reinhardt
child doll, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, straight legged composition body
with moulded shoes and socks and original
French regional costume with straw hat -6in.
(15.5cm.) high; and a smaller doll marked
1900 DEP in original boys costume £60-80

342.
A bisque shoulder-head doll in Old
Guernsey Costume, With blonde moulded
hair, stuffed body with bisque limbs, in original
printed cotton costume and bonnet, with milk
churn, basket of butter pats and a half knitted
sock, a handwritten paper label pinned to the
front ‘Old Guernsey Costume’ -13in. (33cm.)
high £300-400
343.
A 19th century composition
shoulder-head Welsh woman, With moulded
lace bonnet and tall black hat (missing brim),
blue painted eyes, the stuffed body with
carved and painted wooden feet and black
legs, later dressed -11½in. (29.5cm.) high
£60-80

347.
A S.F.B.J. 301 child doll, With
brown lashed sleeping eyes, blonde hair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body, cream silk dress,
original factory chemise, coat, socks and size
7 Bee marked Jumeau shoes -18½in. (47cm.)
high (missing fingers and one composition eye
lid damaged) £300-400

354.
A small Gebruder Kuhnlenz child
doll, With fixed blue eyes, blonde mohair wig,
straight legged composition body and original
French regional costume -8½in. (22cm.) high;
and another with closed mouth in original
regional costume (one arm loose) £70-100

348.
An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll in traditional Swedish costume, With
brown sleeping eyes, original light brown wig
set in plaits, jointed composition body and
elaborately embroidered traditional costume,
underclothes and black oil-cloth shoes -18in.
(46cm.) high £80-100
349.
An Armand Marseille Native
American Indian squaw, With fixed
brown glass eyes, moulded heavy brown
and pronounced nose, black mohair wig,
composition straight limbed body with
moulded shoes and original clothes -14in.
(35.5cm.) high £60-80

355.
A Gebruder Kuhnlenz boy and girl
doll, With fixed dark eyes, the girl with light
brown wig, the boy with curly blonde, straight
legged composition bodies with moulded
shoes and socks and original French regional
costume -6¾in. (17cm.) high £150-200

344.
A S.F.B.J. 60 Trouville fisherwoman,
With blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
pierced ears, jointed composition body,
original costume including striped skirt, wool
shawl, wool tasseled hat, glazed cotton apron,
creel, net and sabots with Trouville written on
them -13½in. (34cm.) high £80-100
345.
A F. Gaultier Dieppe shell fish
picker, The fixed shoulder-head doll with
fixed blue glass eyes, closed mouth, pierced
ears with gold glass earrings, blonde mohair
curly wig, stuffed body with terracotta hands,
original costume with terracotta basket
of shells and sabots, a paper Dieppe label
applied to basket -12½in. (32cm.) high
£150-200
346.
A German bisque head fisher boy,
With fixed dark glass eyes, blonde mohair wig,
composition straight limbed body, original
sou’wester with black boots, net and fishing
lining with metal fish -6½in. (16.5cm.) high
£60-80
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350.
A Kestner character baby, With
brown sleeping eyes, blonde painted hair
with slight moulding to forelock, open/closed
mouth, double chin, bent limb composition
body, white cotton robe and lace trimmed
jacket -14½in. (37cm.) high £100-150
351.
Two bisque headed baby dolls,
One marked 50 with blue painted eyes,
open/closed mouth, brown mohair wig
applied over blonde moulded hair, bentlimbed composition body and dressed -6½in.
(16.5cm.) high; an AM 351 with composition
bent limbed body; and a home-made cloth
nursery ball with animals (moth damage)
£50-80

356.
A Gebruder Kuhnlenz boy and
girl doll, with fixed dark eyes, the girl with
blonde wig, the boy with curly light brown
hair, straight limbed composition bodies
with moulded shoes and socks and original
European regional costume -6¾in. (17cm.)
high £150-200
357.
A Recknagel child doll, With blue
eyes, blonde mohair wig, composition straight
legged body and wearing a burkha -11in.
(28cm.) high; and a French souvenir doll with
Gebruder Knoch head £60-80
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358.
Two German bisque shoulder
head dolls, One marked 74 dressed in Welsh
traditional costume with blue fixed glass eyes,
brown mohair wig and stuffed body -13in.
(33cm.) high; and another similar, possibly
marked Amy with blue sleeping eyes, dressed
as a Gypsy £80-120

364.
Dolls’ accessories, A dolls’ parasol
with pink silk, lace trim and brass handle
-11in. (28in.) high, two fine pairs of kid gloves,
a rabbit fur ‘ermin’ muff and stole and a pair
of fine fashion doll leather shoes with brass
rosette pencilled Lilly to sole -2¼in. (5.5cm.)
long £120-180
369.
A Lenci 300 Series boy and girl,
With pressed felt face with brown sided
glancing eyes, the boy with straw blonde side
parted hair, felt body with felt shirt and shorts,
leather shoes and replacement knitted tank
top -17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and a similar girl
with strawberry blonde mohair plaited hair
(slight marks to faces) £700-1000
359.
A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, With blue lashed
sleeping eyes, pierced ears, blonde mohair
wig, jointed composition body, printed pink
cotton body, under clothes and hat with green
feathers -20½in. (52cm.) high (dirty face)
£200-300
360.
An Armand Marseille 3200
shoulder-head doll, With blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, kid body with composition
jointed arms, white cotton night-gown and
dressing gown -16½in. (42cm.) high; and a
wax-over composition baby doll in robe (badly
cracked) £50-80
361.
A Cuno & Otto Dressel composition
baby, With head turned slightly to the
left, blue painted eyes, blonde hair, stuffed
body with ink stamp, composition arms and
moulded blue and gold painted boots and
white cotton robe -14¼in. (36cm.) high (pitting
to face and missing tip of one boot) £80-100
362.
Japanese dolls, An Ichimitsu doll
with gofun head, hands and feet, original
clothes, 1930s -12in. (30.5cm.) high; and two
smaller; and a Chinese doll £80-120
363.
An interesting late 19th century
stitched native doll, Possibly South American
or Indian with inset glass eyes rolled into
the back of his head, white glass top row of
teeth, large grin, black wig, stuffed body with
stitched fingers and toes, blue and white
clothes with straw hat -9in. (23cm.) high
(missing toes on left foot and slight damage to
top of head, piece there) £60-80
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365.
A late 19th century dolls’ trunk,
Black oil-cloth, leather trim with brass
studs, brass rosettes with brass handle and
eschutchon, blue starred paper interior with
lift out tray -14in. (35.5cm.) wide; three doll
bonnets, two pairs of shoes, a small quantity
of clothes and other items £80-120

366.
A good quality dolls’ or apprentice
mahogany dropside table, Late 19th
century with turned legs and sliding support
mechanism -9¼in. (23.5cm.) high; and a rose
pattern transfer decorated dolls’ part dinner
service £100-150
367.
A 19th century English dolls’ dinner
service, Pearlware blue and white transfer
decorated with stars within a border including
tureens, plates and soup bowls (damages)
£60-80
368.
A Continental miniature or doll’s
chest of drawers, light oak and maple -9½in.
(24cm.) high (piece missing between two top
drawers); a doll’s clothes horse with some
underclothes; and red painted tinplate cutlery
tray £40-60

370.
A Lenci pressed felt boy doll in
Italian costume 1930s, With brown side
glancing eyes, sad expression, ginger mohair
wig, swivel head, jointed body with thumb
and forefinger sewn together, original felt
traditional costume with cloth label on
waistcoat and card tag on leg -19in. (48cm.)
high (slight fading) £200-300
371.
A Lenci pressed felt 300 Series girl
doll, 1930s, with brown painted side glancing
eyes, blonde mohair wig, jointed body, red
felt dress, cap and cap trimmed with white
wool plush -17¼in. (44cm.) high (some fading,
damage to ankle and missing shoes) £150-200
372.
Two European cloth dolls, One
with brushed cotton face, brown painted side
glancing eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
cloth body, elaborate costume, probably off
an earlier doll -16¾in. (42.5cm.) high (some
wear and discoloured); and a cloth doll in
traditional European costume £20-30
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378.
Five bisque shoulder-head doll
heads, A Gebruder Heubach 6736 laughing
boy -3in. (7.5cm.) high; a Diamond Pottery Co.
boys head with moulded hat; a similar with
moulded knitted hat and two others £50-80

373.
Two German bisque shoulder head
doll heads, The larger with elaborated rolled
and ringleted blonde hair with glazed bow,
head turned slightly to the right and pierced
ears -4¼in. (10.5cm.) high; and the smaller
with swept back hair held in net snood and
glazed collar on moulded blouse £100-150

379.
Various dolls, A Wilhelm Gobels
character baby with brown lashed sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair wig and bent-limbed
composition body -13in. (33cm.) high; a 99
DEP H bisque headed doll with blonde mohair
wig and jointed composition body -21in.
(53cm.) high (head broken and glued, body
unstrung); other small dolls and two wigs
£70-100
380.
A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, With lashed blue
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body, modern pink frock and
underclothes -16½in. (42cm.) high (body
possibly well repainted) £80-120
381.
A Catterfelder Puppenfrabrik 0½
child doll, With brown lashed sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body and modern white work
cotton dress and underclothes -17¾in. (45cm.)
high (missing five fingers) £60-80
385.
A SFBJ 301 child doll, With blue
lashed sleeping eyes, pierced ears, strawberry
blonde mohair wig, jointed papier-mâché
body with SFBJ label, gypsy costume and
reproduction Jumeau shoes -23½in. (60cm.)
high (eye mechanism glued in place, slight
flaking to hands) £200-300

374.
Three German bisque shoulder
head doll heads, One young girl with blonde
moulded wavy hair swept back into layered
blond ringlets meeting in a point at the nape
of the neck and head turned slightly to the
right -4in. (10cm.) high; and two others with
blond moulded hair £100-150

386.
Two Armand Marseille character
babies, 341 with blue sleeping eyes, closed
mouth, blonde painted eyes, bent-limbed
composition body, robe, bonnet and cape
-21in. (53.5cm.) high (missing finger); and a
slightly smaller 990 (missing tooth)
£50-80

375.
Four German bisque shoulder head
doll heads, One a small gentleman head with
moulded top hat, blonde mutton chops and
frowning brow impressed 203 -2½in. (6.5cm.)
high; a girl with light brown ringlets held back
with an Alice band; and two others £80-120
376.
German china and bisque shoulder
head doll heads, A bisque girl with moulded
pink head scarf and bow tied at the front,
head turned slightly to the right and moulded
blouse with gilt detail -3in. (7.5cm.) high; a
F Gaultier pink painted bisque boy; and five
others £70-100
377.
Three china shoulder head doll
heads, the largest with elaborate hair rolled
around hairline held in plaits and ribbon with
flower at neck -4in. (10cm.) high (repaired
back corner at base of shoulders and hairline
to front); and two others including dolls’
house size £50-80
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382.
A Lantiner Cherie child doll, With
fixed blue eyes, open slightly smiling mouth
with moulded top teeth, pierced ears, brown
hair wig, jointed papier-mâché body, modern
blue dress and underclothes -20in. (51cm.)
high £100-150
383.
A German all-bisque boy doll,
With blue painted eyes, blonde moulded and
painted hair, fixed head, jointed at shoulders,
straight unjointed legs, modern clothes with
five antique enamel buttons - £50-80
384.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
With blue sleeping eyes, replaced brown hair
wig, jointed composition body, pink silk dress,
undergarments, French leather shoes (missing
soles), socks and a pair of kid gloves -22½in.
(57cm.) high £60-80

387.
Two large Ernst Heubach character
babies, 300 with brown sleeping eyes,
trembling tongue, brown mohair wig, bentlimbed body, white work dress and bonnet, an
original photograph of Miss English, wearing
the baby dress this doll now wears -25in.
(63.5cm.) high (damaged thumb); and 342
baby with blue sleeping eyes (arms washed)
£60-80
388.
Four German bisque headed
babies, Herman Steiner 245 with blue
sleeping eyes, closed mouth and bent-limbed
composition body -16½in. (42cm.) high; two
AM 341 one closed and one open mouth
with stuffed bodies; and a small 341 with
composition body £70-100
389.
An Armand Marseille 390 child
doll, With fixed bright blue eyes, light brown
hair wig, jointed composition body with fixed
wrists, cream silk and lace dress, straw hat,
oil-cloth shoes and underclothes -25½in.
(65cm.) high (hands damaged) £60-80
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395.
Two German bisque headed dolls,
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 child doll
with lashed blue sleeping eyes, modern wig,
jointed composition body, white work dress
and purple velvet coat -14½in. (37cm.) high;
and a Gebruder Heubach 8008? character
boy with blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth and
jointed composition body £60-80
396.
Four German bisque head child
dolls, A Max Arnold Oscar 200 in original
factory dress -12½in. (32cm.) high; a Schoenau
& Hoffmeister 1909; an AM 390 and Ernst
Heubach shoulder head on modern body £70100

390.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909
My Cherub, With lashed blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, jointed composition
body, original grey dress with black jacket,
underclothes and brown shoes, in original box
-18½in. (47cm.) high (box slightly damaged) - a
note attached “Bought at Harrods for 6/11d in
1910” £150-200
391.
A SFBJ 301 child doll, With blue
lashed sleeping eyes, pierced ears, brown hair
wig, jointed papier-mâché body and white
dress -18in. (46cm.) high (six damaged fingers)
£40-60

392.
A large Simon & Halbig for Heinrich
Handwerck child doll, With brown sleeping
eyes, pierced ears, blonde synthetic wig,
jointed composition body and purple dress
-29½in. (75cm.) high £150-200
393.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
With brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed composition body, cream raw silk
modern dress and old underclothes -22in.
(56cm.) high £50-80
394.
Two bisque headed child dolls, A
SFBJ 60 child doll with dark sleeping eyes,
strawberry blonde wig, jointed papier-mâché
body and white work dress -15in. (38cm.) high
(flaking to fingers); and a Herman Steiner doll
with lashed blue sleeping eyes and brown
mohair wig £80-100
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397.
Three German bisque headed
mismatched dolls, A PM 23 head, two
Schoenau & Hoffmeister 1909 heads, two old
and one new jointed composition bodies, two
old mohair wigs and some old clothes -24in.
(61cm.) high £60-80
398.
Two German bisque headed child
dolls, a Max Handwerck socket head with
blue sleeping eyes, modern wig, jointed
composition body and modern black dress
-17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and an AM 370
shoulder head in modern green dress
£70-100

402.
An English poured wax child doll,
With inset brown hair, blue glass eyes, head
turned slightly to the right, creases to armpits,
brass tie holes, ink price? To lower back of
stuffed body and wax limbs -19½in. (49.6cm.)
high (repaired shoulders and redressed); a
German wax-over composition girl doll with
blonde hair inset in slots, blue glass eyes,
stuffed body, wax limbs and original cream
wool dress (damaged and missing limbs); and
three English poured wax limbs £100-150
403.
A china shoulder-head doll, With
black painted ringleted hair, stuffed body
with china limbs, brown silk bustled dress
and miniature gilt-metal glasses case on chain
-11in. (28cm.) high (missing hand, half a leg
and foot); and another missing back of head
£50-80

399.
A German Kling-type shoulder
head boy doll, with fixed blue eyes, blonde
moulded curly hair, closed mouth, stuffed
body and original regional costume -11½in.
(29cm.) high; and a bisque shoulder-head
dressed as Dutch boy £80-120
400.
A Motschmann type Täufling baby,
Composition jointed with dark glass eyes and
underclothes -20in. (51cm.) high (repaired
crack down side of face, slight wear) £60-80
401.
A German composition shoulderhead doll, With head turned to the right,
brown sleeping eyes, closed mouth, red
mohair wig, pink stuffed body, composition
limbs, pink silk dress, bonnet and
underclothes -20in. (51cm.) high (cracking to
face, repaired finger); another composition
headed doll (retouched and replaced hand);
and a peg wooden doll £70-100

404.
An early china Frozen Charlotte,
With moulded ringleted hair, pink cheeks,
blue painted eyes and brown velvet dress -5in.
(12.5cm.) high; and a doll’s painted porcelain
cup £50-80
405.
An unusual china Frozen Charlotte,
With blonde hair wig, blue painted eyes and
gold painted tasseled boots -4in. (10cm.) high
£30-50
406.
A German bisque shoulder head
Scotsman doll, With blonde painted and
moulded hair, blue painted eyes, stuffed body,
bisque limbs and original Highland regalia
-11½in. (29cm.) high £40-60
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416.
A Bergmann 1916 child doll, With
composition jointed body -25½in. (64.5cm.)
high (broken and glued head); a pair of wood
Cantonese glove stretchers; small novelty
boxing gloves, a pair of boots; Kettering school
medal and miniature Coronation coach
£20-30

417.
Chad Valley Snow White and the
Seven Dwarves, 1930s, The larger size with
pressed felt faces, painted features, cloth
bodies, original cloth and felt clothes, Snow
White with black mohair wig and six dwarves
with white wool plush bears -16in. (41cm.)
height of SW, dwarves -10in. (25.5cm.) high
£300-400

407.
A good English poured wax child
doll mid 19th century, With blue glass eyes,
inset blonde hair, double chin, head turned
slightly to her left, stuffed body with wax
limbs, original pink printed cushioned button
cotton dress with low neck line, original corset
and underclothes, socks, bronzed leather
shoes with rosette, straw hat with cream satin
lining, black velvet and red ribbon trim and a
red wool cape -25½in. (65cm.) high (missing
finger, body unchecked due to originality and
moth damage to cape and wool petticoat, sole
of shoe replaced) £400-600

418.
Two French boudoir dolls, Both
with stockinette painted faced, composition
limbs and original clothes -25½in. (64.5cm.)
high; a Norah Wellings lady nightdress case in
pink satin and four other dolls £100-150
410.
An Armand Marseille 362 black
character baby, With brown sleeping eyes,
pierced ears, moulded and black painted
curly hair, bent-limbed composition body and
red suit -18in. (46cm.) high (tiny ear piercing
flakes) £70-100
411.
A large Ernst Heubach 302 child
doll, With blue lashed sleeping eyes, new
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body,
white cotton dress, bonnet, underclothes and
pink fur trimmed shoes -32in. (81cm.) high
(body repainted) £100-150

419.
A large Armand Marseille black
351 character baby, with dark sleeping eyes,
bent-limbed composition body and pink dress
-23½in. (60cm.) high £60-80
420.
A Japanese bisque head character
baby, Possibly Morimura Brothers, blue
sleeping eyes, strawberry blonde mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body, cream
silk dress, bonnet, knitted cardigan and
underclothes, impressed MB in a circle, Japan
5 -15½in. (39.5cm.) high (needs restringing)
£60-80

412.
An Ernst Heubach 267 character
baby, With lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown
mohair wig, bent-limbed composition body
and white dress with bonnet -22in. (56cm.)
high (three fingers restored) £50-80

408.
A poured wax child doll 1870s, with
pale blue/green eyes, inserted strawberry
blonde hair in ringlets, stuffed body with wax
limbs, dusty pink Princess line silk dress with
bustle and train, underclothes and brown
shoes -24½in. (62cm.) high (hair sparse on top
of head, some fraying to silk); and a later hat
£400-600
409.
A quantity of dolls, Including a
large composition Armand Marseille 518 baby
-25in. (63.5cm.) high; two other composition
headed babies; cloth dolls and other items
£40-60
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413.
Two Ernst Heubach 320 character
babies, Both with blue sleeping eyes, brown
wigs and bent limbed bodies, dressed -22½in.
(57cm.) high £60-80
414.
An Armand Marseille 996 character
baby, With blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, bent-limbed composition body and
pink muslin romper -22in. (56cm.) high; and
a Tri-ang Pedigree pushchair with label on
underside (damaged hood) £60-80
415.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
with lashed blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair
wig, jointed composition body and white dress
-18in. (46cm.) high; and a damaged English
bisque shoulder-head doll £30-50

421.
An Armand Marseille 971a
character baby, With brown sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig and bent-limbed
composition body -20in. (51cm.) high (worn
body, damaged tips of fingers) £80-120
422.
A Schoenau & Hoffmeister
character baby, With blue lashed sleeping
eyes, red curly mohair wig, bent-limbed
composition, cream silk dress and bonnet,
impressed S PB in star H, B 7 underneath
-23in. (58.5cm.) high (washed hands) £70-100
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423.
Two German character babies, A C
M Bergmann Spezial with lashed blue sleeping
eyes, blonde mohair sign and bent-limbed
body with jointed wrist -16¾in. (42.5cm.) high
(two brown surface lines on side of face); and
Ernst Heubach 320 baby, both in white dresses
£50-80

432.
An Armand Marseille Beauty
shoulder-head doll, with blue sleeping eyes,
blonde mohair wig, kid Universal jointed
body with bisque arms, whitework dress
and underclothes -19½in. (49.5cm.) high
(retouched rub to tip of nose); and a 1950s
Chiltern bear on trike £50-80

424.
Three German character babies,
An Armand Marseille 351 with composition
body -17in. (43cm.) high (rubbed body); an E
Heubach 349 with stuffed body; and an AM
341 (broken head), all dressed £50-80

433.
An Ernst Heubach 250 child doll,
with blue lashed sleeping eyes, light brown
hair wig, jointed composition body, slightly
too large cream silk baby gown and wool cape
-28in. (71cm.) high (missing tooth and body
repainted £60-80

439.
Two German bisque headed babies
in cradle, an AM 341 -11in. (28cm.) high
and an E Heubach 300 with blue sleeping
eyes, composition bodies and clothing,
some additional clothing and a basket cradle
covered in floral printed cotton £50-80

425.
Three Armand Marseille babies,
Two 351 with compositions bodies -23in.
(58.5cm.) high; and a closed mouth with
stuffed body, all dressed £50-80
426.
An Armand Marseille 390 Scottish
child doll, With blue sleeping eyes, curly
blonde mohair wig, jointed composition body
and original highland dress -16in. (40.5cm.)
high £40-60
427.
An Armand Marseille 390 child doll,
With brown sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig,
jointed composition body and white cotton
dress -22½in. (57cm.) high £50-80
428.
Two Armand Marseille child dolls”
An AM 390 with lashed blue sleeping eyes,
replaced blonde wig, jointed composition
body and pink, yellow and white checked
dress -18½in. (47cm.) high; and a small AM
1894 in blue £60-80
429.
Three Armand Marseille shoulderhead dolls, A Floradora -19½in. (49.5cm.)
high, a 370 and 1896, all with sleeping eyes,
kid jointed bodies and dressed (smallest
missing wig) £70-100
430.
A Max Handwerck Baby Elite 185
character baby doll, with brown lashed
sleeping eyes, replaced blonde mohair wig,
bent-limbed composition body, white work
dress, underclothes and crocheted bonnet
-16½in. (42cm.) high (restored head) £50-80

431.
A Simon & Halbig 1339 for Louis
Linder & Sohn, With brown sleeping eyes,
replace strawberry blonde wig, pierced ears,
jointed composition body and modern clothes
-19in. (48cm.) high (missing little finger)
£150-200
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434.
An Ideal composition Shirley
Temple doll, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair curly wig, composition straight legged
body, yellow muslin dress and roller skates
-15in. (38cm.) high (pupil retouched blue, chip
to toe and tiny chip to eye rim); additional
outfits including a pink organdie dress with
sequins, one pleated blue and three pairs of
shoes £100-150
435.
An Ideal composition Shirley
Temple, In original dress -12in. (30.5cm.) high
(faded); an Armand Marseille 390; an English
bisque and another £50-80

440.
A large Simon & Halbig 1914 Jutta
character baby, With blue lashed sleeping
eyes, brown mohair wig, bent limbed
composition body jointed at wrists and pair of
shoes -22½in. (57cm.) high (scruffy wig)
£80-100
441.
A large Ernst Heubach 302 child
doll, With blue sleeping eyes, brown synthetic
wig, jointed composition body, mauve dress
and black oil-cloth shoes -29in. (73.5cm.) high
(repainted body and damaged tooth) £60-80
442.
A S.F.B.J. 60 child doll, with dark
sleeping eyes, remains of blonde mohair wig,
jointed papier-mâché body, white cotton
dress, underclothes and knitted bonnet -23in.
(58.5cm.) high (flaking to hands) £60-80

436.
A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer &
Reinhardt 126 character toddler, with blue
sleeping eyes, long blonde mohair wig, jointed
chubby body, red, white and black checked
dress, blue pinafore, underclothes and white
shoes -19in. (48cm.) high (head seems a little
small for body socket) £100-150

443.
A composition doll, With brown
sleeping side glancing eyes, blonde hair wig,
composition body, green muslin dress with
applied flowers and large straw hat -17in.
(43cm.) high (crack to side of head, crazing
to body); a large Rheinische Gummi celluloid
with brown moulded hair; and a composition
baby £40-60

437.
A small Wilhelm Goebels 200
character baby, With blue sleeping eyes,
brown mohair wig, composition toddler’s
body and cotton dress -7in. (17.5cm.) high
(body washed); and a composition Kewpie
stamped FGJ (chip to shoulder) £30-50

444.
A Recknagel child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, brown mohair wig, jointed
composition body and grey velvet dress
-21½in. (54.5cm.) high; an Ernst Heubach 320
character baby; and a composition head doll
£80-120

438.
An unusual pull-along baby in cot
automaton 1930s, The composition headed
baby seated in a basket, cream clothes and
basket lining, when pulled along on wheels,
the arms and legs wiggle and cries -13½in.
(34cm.) long (cry mechanism not working)
£150-200

445.
Rare German all-bisque character
baby triplets, Each with blue painted eyes,
blonde painted hair, open/closed mouth
showing white for teeth, bisque body jointed
at neck, hip and shoulders with star fish
hands, impressed 2126-21 across back, eating
in matched knitted pink top, bonnet, shorts
and booties -8¾in. (22cm.) high; in a wooden
bed £400-600
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446.
A Dean’s Rag Book girl on tricycle
1930s, With printed face, pink velvet integral
dress and unusual head turning mechanics
-15½in. (39.5cm.) high (missing wig or hat);
a doll’s rocking chair and a quantity of dress
making patterns including dolls and soft toys
£70-100
447.
Three Dean’s Rag Book Co printed
dolls, A Puck and two dolls in underclothes
(worn and faded); a Dean’s book ‘Three
Shocking Little Pickles’; The Story of the
Dionne Quintuplets; Vernon Stokes & Cynthia
Harnett - Mudlarks and Two and a Bit £60-80

457.
An Armand Marseille black 351
baby doll, With brown sleeping eyes and bentlimbed composition body -19½in. (49.5cm.)
high (bisque scuffed and discoloured, needs
re-stringing); a BND hard plastic walking doll
(head loose); and a baby £40-60
458.
A Bing painted cloth doll, With
brown painted eyes and head, jointed body,
red and white striped cotton romper and
slightly too big red shoes -11in. (28cm.) high;
and a composition headed doll in Lederhosen
£80-120
462.
A small DEP walking and kiss
throwing doll, With fixed blue eyes, brown
mohair wig, straight-legged papier-mâché
body, red tartan dress and yellow raffia hat
-14¾in. (37.5cm.) high £100-150

448.
An Armand Marseille 341 character
baby in original box, With blue sleeping eyes,
closed mouth, bent-limbed composition body
and original knitted outfit, the box plain card
with 5429/31 stamped on end -12in. (30.5cm.)
high £50- 70
449.
Various dolls, a velvet nightdress
case with composition headed lad with fur
collar and muff; a celluloid faced googly doll
with felt costume and muff -17in. (43cm.)
high; a Japanese celluloid boy and others
(some damage) £30-50
450.
An English bisque character baby,
With blue painted eyes, blonde painted hair,
open mouth, stuffed body with composition
arms and original white cotton suit -13½in.
(34cm.) high; a small metal framed collapsable
cradle with drapes; and a Japanese Kewpie
type £60-80

463.
A china shoulder head doll, With
black moulded hair, stuffed body with wooden
arms and integral black oil-cloth boots,
dressed in black and white check with black
muslin pinafore spotted with white and pink
trim -17½in. (44.5cm.) high; and a Frozen
Charlie with blonde painted hair £100-150
459.
A Simon & Halbig child doll, With
blue sleeping eyes, brown mohair bobbed
wig, jointed composition body, underclothes
and blue cotton shoes, impressed S & H H X I
-16in. (40.5cm.) high £150-200

465.
A wax over papier-mâché child doll,
with dark eyes, remains of pinned on brown
hair wig, stuffed body with wax limbs and later
blue dress -20in. (51cm.) high; and a large
celluloid black baby (missing toe) £30-40

451.
A small Hertel Schwab & Co 142
character baby, With blue sleeping eyes,
open/closed mouth, bent-limbed composition
body and pink dress -9½in. (24cm.) high; two
composition babies (the black doll’s eyes
fallen into head); and some clothes £70-100
452.
A Simon & Halbig for Kämmer
& Reinhardt child doll, With blue sleeping
eyes, brown hair wig, pierced ears, jointed
composition body and rose printed dress
-16in. (40.5cm.) high (missing lower legs);
an AM 1894 in pink velvet dress; and a gold
velvet cloak and hat £100-150

464.
A bisque shoulder head doll, with
blue painted eyes, blonde moulded and
painted centre parted hair, stuffed body,
bisque limbs and colourful clothes -10½in.
(26.5cm.)high; and a similar boy with curly
hair and Highland dress £100-150

460.
A Kling 167 should head doll, With
head turned slightly to the right, brown
sleeping eyes with wax lids, closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body with bisque
limbs and modern mauve dress, underclothes
and light brown shoes -16in. (40.5cm.) high
£200-300

466.
A French bisque headed marotte,
with fixed blue striated eyes, closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig, replacement velvet
costume and wooden handle -13in. (33cm.)
high (tiny eye chip, one eye fallen into head
and mechanism not working) £70-100

453.
A Simon & Halbig 1079 child doll,
With brown sleeping eyes, pierced ears,
brown nylon wig, jointed composition body
and white cotton dress -22in. (56cm.) high
(damaged foot and one finger) £100-150
454.
A Kestner 182 child doll, with blue
sleeping eyes, modern nylon wig, jointed
composition body and white cotton dress
-25in. (63.5cm.) high (damage round top of
body at neck joint) £150-200
455.
A Bruno Schmidt child doll, With
blue sleeping eyes, modern blonde nylon wig,
jointed composition body and printed dress
-14in. (35.5cm.) high (missing tooth) £60-80
456.
Various dolls, Two Chinese Opera
dolls, a German bisque shoulder head Dieppe
woman -11½in. (29cm.) high; and two pappose with babies £80-100
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461.
A DEP closed mouth child doll,
With fixed blue eyes, closed mouth painted
with slight gap between, pierced ears, blonde
hair, wig, jointed papier-mâché French body,
floral sprig printed dress, black velvet coat
and matching hat, Ermin muff, pink corset,
underclothes and tan leather shoes -19in.
(48cm.) high (colour rubbed slightly from one
cheek) £400-600

467.
A large German papier-mâché child
doll, With dark glass eyes, painted smiling
mouth with gap, centre-parted moulded black
hair with ringlets, cloth body with stitched
toes and kid lower arms with fingers, a light
cotton two-piece dress and underclothes
-28in. (71cm.) high (ankles damaged and need
repair, one hand off one replaced) £150-200
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Lot 472

474.
An extremely rare Armand
Marseille character smiling boy with intaglio
painted eyes size 7, the bisque socket head
depicting a young boy with intaglio painted
blue eyes with black pupils and white upper
eye dots, black line to top eyelid edge, red
dot to the inner corner of the eye and centre
of nostrils, light brown painted feathered
brows, well-modelled full cheek with dimples
and contented expression, the closed slightly
smiling mouth with a darker red cupid’s bow
outline, well defined ears, original blonde
mohair wig with curls at nape, composition
and wooden ball-jointed body, wearing
original coarse linen shirt and modern blue
velvet knickerbockers with yellow silk sash,
impressed Germany A 7 M -23in. (58.5cm.)
high (head perfect, slight kiln dust to side of
right face near ear, an extremely tiny firing
crack along edge of left top eye lid, body
incorrect and slightly too small and wig sparse
in places); - this very rare Armand Marseille
art character is from a series produced circa
1910, this child’s features are beautifully
modelled, probably studied from life; the
doll is believed to have been the childhood
toy of the vendor’s grandmother, who lived
in Switzerland at the beginning of the 20th
Century £8000-12000

468.
A German composition shoulderhead dolls, With head turned slight to the
right, blue sleeping eyes, closed mouth,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body, composition
limbs, original robe, underclothes, cape and
bonnet -16in. (40.5cm.) high (clothes need
clean and some moth damage to cape)
£80-100
469.
A primitive oil-cloth hand-stitched
doll, With remains of painted features and
textured hair, painted hands and feet with
stitched toes and hands, probably late 19th
century -23in. (58.5cm.) high (worn and some
damage) £40-60

470.
A small Pierotti poured wax baby,
With blue glass eyes, inset blonde hair, brass
eyelets, stuffed body, wax limbs, Hamley’s
Dolls Repaired ink stamp on leg, robe,
underclothes and bonnet -14½in. (37cm.) high
£200-300
471.
A German wax over composition
Christmas tree fairy, With blue glass eyes,
blonde mohair wig, stuffed body with
composition limbs and net dress and wings
covered in spangles -11in. (28cm.) high
£80-120
472.
A rare late 19th century Bru Jne
shop display or exhibition stand advertising
banner, Red velvet with gold chain stitch “Bru
Jne Paris” with red silk backing -47in. (120cm.)
long (pile of velvet very worn, but sound, the
backing silk frayed and delicate) £800-1000
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Doll’s Accessories
473.
A rare wax headed London Rag
Baby 1870s, The wax face overlaid with fine
muslin, blue painted eyes with black pin head
eyes, wisps of blonde hair, stuffed cotton
body with fingers coming to a point, hinged
legs, original white cotton dress with lace
and crisp mauve ribbons, matching bonnet,
petticoat, bloomers and green leather shoes
-13in. (33.5cm.) high (very slight staining to
face and back of dress, a tiny dent to nose) this is a rare survivor in such good condition
of a fragile doll, made in London from 1860s
to 1890s, exported all over the world. See the
article in February 2019 Antique Doll Collector
by Linda Edwards £300-500

475.
A mahogany rocking cradle, A
turned stand with finals and caned sides and
canopy on brass swinging bracket, circa 1900
-42in. (107cm.) long (some reinforcements
with plywood and slight damage to cane
work) £80-120
476.
A doll’s perambulator circa 1910,
With wooden body, metal frame with china
handle and metal spoked wheels -33in.
(84cm.) long (replaced hood); a child’s
highchair convertible to a play table; and a
Treasure Cot, collapsable with blue drapery
£70-100
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477.
Doll’s furniture and clothes, A red
bodice, a brown velvet coat, various clothes,
undergarments and bedding, two wicker
cradles, a high chair; and a baby’s Moses
basket £60-80

497.
Six baby capes, One dusky pink,
other cream, embroidered and lace trim,
three 19th century, three probably 20th
century (some damage) £60-80

478.
Doll’s furniture and accessories,
a folk art miniature stool with incised and
coloured decoration of two Union flags, a
cannon and VR with crown -6in. (15cm.) long;
a mahogany chest of drawers, a kennel, china
and other items (some damage) £40-60
479.
Lace and material, A spotted net
and lace Dorothy bag, a late 19th century
ivory silk dress bodice, camisoles, nightgowns
and quantity of lace trim £60-80
480.
Textiles, shawls and feathers, a
chain stitched Indian embroidery on felt;
a pink cut-work shawl, two parasols, a full
brown fox stole, a green chenille table cloth;
and a quantity of feathers £70-100
481.
A late 19th century Bristol
Perambulator, With wooden black painted
carriage with gold lining, oil-cloth hood,
metal suspended frame, spoked wheels,
marbleised porcelain handle and label to rear
-42in. (107cm.) high (some wear and missing
tyres); and four similar doll’s prams including a
Leeway and another with Hastings of Clapham
Junction label (some damage and restoration)
£60-80
482.
A good quality brass doll’s
bedstead, With brass head and foot with
knobs, metal casters and springs -27in.
(68.5cm.) long (one piece missing from head
of bed); and another (missing to brass bolts
from back guard rail) £40-60

498.
A quantity of children’s clothes,
Mainly 19th century including coats, dresses,
capes and a naval style coat and hat, possibly
recently manufacture £60-80
499.
Fourteen baby gowns, Mainly early
20th century, some more recent including
night and under gowns £50-80
486.
A toy/doll’s upright piano circa
1900, Of grained wood, brass carrying
handles, candle sconces, turned ebonsied
supports, bone keys and inside lid printed with
musical scales -15¾in. (40cm.) wide (missing
one sconce) £60-80
487.
A German steel toy cooking range,
With polished tin oven doors, vent, plated
brass claw feet and rail, steel cooking pots and
two burners -15½in. (39.5cm.) wide (black
areas repainted and possibly replacement
chimney); four doll’s chairs and a piano
£60-80

485.
A Chinese stained wood baby chair,
With sliding table for sitting or standing baby
-24½in. (62.5cm.) long £50-80
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502.
Women’s fashion items, Two 19th
century bodices, camisoles, nightgowns, fur
shoulder cape, gloves and other items; and a
small quantity of cloth £60-80

489.
Twenty-five doll’s dresses, Mainly
medium sized, mainly white cotton, many
recently well made from old parts £50-80

491.
Fifty-four modern doll’s dresses,
Made by Lillian Middleton, mainly for medium
sized dolls of over the top taste, some with
bonnets and a quantity of modern doll’s shoes
£60-80

484.
A doll’s wicker perambulator, On
wooden wheels -20in. (51cm.) long; a baby
chair with enamel potty; a folding high chair
and a quantity of mainly knitted doll’s clothes
£30-50

501.
A quantity of girls dresses, mainly
early 20th century, some late 19th and
some more recent, mainly white work, some
undergarments £60-80

488.
Doll’s clothes, A pink boned corset
-5in. (12.5cm.) wide, a 19th century blue
flower printed blouse, a similar size white
jacket, a large doll’s or child’s white stoat
collar, two Red Riding Hoods; an elaborate
skirt and some modern shoes £70-100

490.
Doll and babies’ hats, Including a
knotted string cap, lace trimmed bonnets, a
pink crocheted bonnet and a white fur hat, a
few of recent manufacturer £50-80

483.
A French green painted doll’s
bedroom set, Comprising bed -17½in.
(44.5cm.) long, mirrored wardrobe, linen
cupboard, table, chair and bedside table, early
20th century £150-200

500.
Early 20th century children’s
clothes, including a white rabbit fur coat, a
pink silk quilted dressing gown, dresses and
play suits £60-80

503.
A miniature photograph album,
Green leather binding with gilt clasp, a
selection of photographs including Prince
Albert and Bertie; a toy or doll’s pocket
watch on chain with green glass stones; and
miniature wire basket with hand-coloured
print of young woman behind convex glass
£80-100

492.
A quantity of doll’s clothes,
Including two red wool petticoats, two
grey wool school pinafores and some
undergarments, some of recent manufacture
£40-60
493.
Doll’s clothes, Including a whitework
baby gown, baby doll dresses, undergarments
and a red velvet hood £40-60
494.
Three good 19th century baby
gowns, With three under gowns or night
gowns £80-120
495.
Thirteen baby gowns, Including
night and under gowns, mainly 19th century
£70-100
496.
Fourteen baby gowns, Including
night and under gowns, a few other under
garments, mainly 19th century £70-100

504.
18th and 19th century doll’s dinner
service plates, Comprising a pair of moulded
creamware plates, possibly Dutch decorated,
late 18th century -3¾in. (9.5cm.) wide
(one cracked); two feather edge moulded
creamware plates Staffordshire or Yorkshire,
circa 1775; transfer printed Staffordshire plate
of Royal Exchange; and a Pearlware transfer
printed plate of a ruin (some damage)
£50-80
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505.
A French doll’s dinner service, With
Burgundy painted detail including five tureens,
two sauceboats and three graduated meat
plates (slight damage) £40-60

513.
Various doll’s china tea and dinner
services, Including a Sevres white cup and
saucer with broad gilding, a Continental hand
painted tea and coffee part set decorated with
flowers and a part dinner service £50-80
514.
A sugar paste wedding cake topper
in original box, The tower with artificial
flowers, a bell and cherub by Ch. Goldrei,
Foucard & Son, Ltd, 63-69 Llewellyn Street,
London; a 1940s doll’s leatherette three piece
suite; two similar armchairs; and a pair of
leather shoes with pom-pom on toe £70-100

519.
Oak doll’s furniture, A two seater
sofa upholstered in purple velvet -12in.
(30.5cm.) wide (missing finial); a buffet, the
doors with composition modelled heads and
corner decoration, shelves above; and four
chairs £40-60
520.
Doll’s furniture and accessories,
Large dolls’ house or small scale doll oak
furniture; a tinplate range (incomplete),
brooms, pots and pans and other items
£30-50
521.
A small quantity of doll’s and baby
clothes, A white work baby dress and three
petticoats, bonnets and other items £40-60
522.
Doll’s hats, A straw hat trimmed
with artificial flowers -7½in. (19cm.) wide; two
other similar, a straw 1950s style hat trimmed
with black velvet and other more recent
examples £30-50

506.
A good quality miniature tilt-top
breakfast table, with burr walnut top inlaid
with boxwood stringing and ornately carved
tripod legs -5½in. (14cm.) high £80-100
507.
Three child’s sewing machines, One
cast-iron with clamp to attach to a table -7in.
(17.5cm.) high; and two steel with transfer
decoration, on in wooden case (some wear)
£70-100

523.
A doll’s perambulator, Black
painted wooden body with yellow lining,
oil-cloth hood and lining, metal frame, spoked
metal wheels and wooden handle -24in.
(61cm.) high (some worm to handle) £30-50

508.
Shop-stock small baby doll cothes,
a bundle of twelve pink and blue with white
striped rompers -7in. (18cm.) long; and a
bundle of twelve cream cardigans with pink or
blue trim; and a dress and bobble hat £50-80
509.
A Matador Brenner toy range
cooker, Of steel and brass with claw feet,
three doors, chimney and copper pans -8½in.
(21.5cm.) wide (pots probably not original to
cooker) £80-120
510.
A German toy range cooker, Black
painted tinplate, steel top and feet, chimney
and pots with brass tops and two oven doors
-12¾in. (32.5cm.) wide; a Japanese Willow
pattern tea set, in original box; and an extra
aluminium pot £60-80

524.
A doll’s cabin trunk, Covered in
printed paper with various airliner labels,
opening to reveal hanging wardrobe, three
drawers and a cupboard -13½in. (34cm.) high
£40-60

515.
An early 20th century novelty
vanity mirror, A bevelled artist’s pallet mirror,
on a wooden artist’s easel -13in. (33cm.) high
£80-120
516.
Various doll’s items, A china bathing
beauty lying resting her chin on her hand
-3¾in. (9.5cm.) long; a doll’s dressing table
mirror; a doll’s corset; an Indian turned and
painted wooden box filled with similar vessels;
a Coalport tea set for one; and other items
£70-100
517.
Four doll’s chairs, A good quality
bent-wood chair with cane seat -16¾in.
(43cm.) high; a Naether chair; a 1920s and
1950s high chair; and a post-war German
horse drawn hay cart -27in. (68.5cm.) long
£40-60

511.
A cast-iron sample fire grate, With
ornate fire basket and scrolling surround
-7½in. (19cm.) high (old repair to top); a brass
fender; and a wooden grand piano container
with two compartments with silvered lining
with stool £60-80
512.
Doll’s tea sets, Five part tea or
coffee sets of different scales, mainly hand
painted, one transfer printed (some damage)
£60-80
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518.
A skin covered horse on wheeled
platform, With glass eyes, carved mood
muzzle and hooves, leather saddle, red pained
wheeled platform with cast-iron wheels,
circa 1900 -32in. (81.5cm.) long (rear wheels
replaced with plastic and some damage to
horse); a Hamley’s Noah’s Ark pull-along hand
cart; and a mahogany child’s highchair
£80-100

525.
A good quality mahogany display
cabinet, With curved glass front, mirrored
back opening and black velvet interior -24in.
(61cm.) wide £80-120
526.
A home-made dolls’ buffet, With
secret drawer -11½in. (29cm.) high; various
barrels, crates of food, a doll’s egg postal box;
other doll’s utensils; and a quantity of toy
wrist watches £60-80
527.
A German Jugendstil doll’s dressing
table, Painted cream with gold detail and
brass handles, pencil mark to back “Gangley
? Hoffmann, Berlin’ and ‘Marjorie’ in a child’s
hand-13¾in. (35cm.) high; and a replica
matching stool £20-40

528.
Three silver baby teethers,
including one embossed with a cow jumping
over the moon with mother pearl teether and
bone ring, Birmingham 1920 -5½in. (14cm.)
high; two others marked 925 with whistles,
one a seated cat and one with four bells; and
a Birmingham 1901 stamp box £100-150
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Lot 529

531.
A German all-bisque dolls’ house
Inuit and baby, With fixed head, dark glass
eyes, black hair, jointed at shoulders and hips
in original Inuit costume, Frozen Charlie in
papoose on back and wooden sledge -3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high £80-100
532.
A German all-bisque dolls’ house
doll, With fixed head, blue glass eyes, blonde
curly wig, jointed at shoulders and hips,
dressed for winder in cream and blue felt with
brass buttons and a pair of wooden skis -3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high £60-80
533.
A German all-bisque dolls’ house
doll, Socket head with painted blue eyes, long
blonde mohair wig, jointed at shoulders and
hips with moulded and painted black shoes
with pink socks, original sailor’s suit with
straw hat -4½in. (11.5cm.) high £80-120
Dolls’ Houses & Chattels
529.
A rare and very large Moritz
Gottschalk dolls’ house circa 1895, With blue
painted roof, brick and stone external papers,
three storeys with attic rooms, central front
door with jettied two storey bay window
above, either side a veranda with steps and
balustraded balconies to 1st and 2nd floor
with access doors from central section,
hanging two-storey celestial window to either
side, dormer windows, front opening to reveal
six rooms, central staircase with generous
hall and landings, mainly original wall papers
and door bell mechanism on 2nd floor -58in.
(147.5cm.) high x 51in. (129.5cm.) wide x
33in. (84cm.) deep (some overpainting to
balconies, front steps replaced, missing one
whole and one half of a double door, lack
glazing, other damage and repairs, some slight
worm) - this house appears in the reproduced
1895 catalogue on page 33 of Cieslik’s Reprints
Mortiz Gottschalk 1892-1931 £800-1200

Lot 530

534.
A German bisque shoulder head
male dolls’ house doll, With moulded top hat
and mutton chops, stuffed body and bisque
limbs -7½in. (19cm.) high (chip to brim of hat
in front, clothes and probably body remade); a
peg wooden doll and other items £50-80
535.
A rare German chromolithographic
transfer decorated dolls’ house furniture,
Blonde wood with lustre shell decoration,
turned legs and fringing comprising four
chairs, pedestal table and cupboard -3¾in.
(9.5cm.) height of back of chair (slight loss to
transfer, handle replaced); and a similar upright piano with Dresden paper decoration
£600-800
Lot 535

530.
A German bisque headed dolls’
house doll, With blue sleeping eyes, blonde
mohair wig, straight legged body with painted
shoes and socks, original pale blue dress with
lace trim and underclothes -5in. (12.5cm.)
high; and a fur covered composition and wood
dog £60-80
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536.
An unusal German dolls’ house for
Moko, With cream paint535ade, verandah
across entire front, central front door,
windows with printed paper shutters, dormer
window with four shuttered windows and
front opening to reveal an attic room, green
painted roof, front opening to reveal two
rooms with original wall and flower papers,
Moko label to base -24¾in. (63cm.) wide
(one chimney replaced, roof probably an old
repaint, appears to be yellow beneath, missing
window glazing and general wear)
£300-400

539.
Four tinted china dolls’ house
shoulder heads, Three with pink tinted skin
with black painted ringleted hair -1½in.
(4cm.) largest (the largest with glued piece of
shoulders below tie hole); and another white
skinned with moulded black painted hair tied
in a curled bun £80-100

540.
Four bisque dolls’ house shoulder
heads, One pink painted with moulded sailor’s
cap and blonde curls -1¼in. (3cm.) high;
another pink painted with black band around
her blonde hair; and two white skinned and
blonde moulded hair, one with Alice band
(hairline to back of shoulders) and the other
with high-set ringlets £80-100

537.
An unusual German red roof dolls’
house border control, Possibly Gottschalk
with central office with desk and shelving,
‘Contor’ sign, one side with blue roofed
covered vehicle parking bay, the entrance with
red, white and blue painted arch, the other
side with grey roofed goods shed with sliding
door and ‘Spedition’ sign, storage loft and
forecourt -18¾in. (47.5cm.) wide (slight wear)
£200-300

544.
A rare Rock & Graner dolls’ house
tinplate square piano, Painted grained finish
with opening lid, three large keys which
should pluck three metal strings, 1870s -5¼in.
(13.5cm.) wide (slight flaking, one leg soldered
and one leg a little wonky) £300-400

545.
A rare Rock & Graner dolls’ house
tinplate secretaire, Painted grained finish
with pierced gallery, two drawers, yellow
painted interior and serpent legs, 1870s -5in.
(12.5cm.) high £200-300

541.
Seven larger bisque dolls’ house
shoulder heads, A man’s head marked 3515
-1?in. (5cm.) high, a similar woman marked
496 (hairline to shoulder), an old lady marked
287, a lady with hair in bun and three children
(slight damages) £70-100
542.
A painted wooden dolls’ house,
The painted stone and brick facade with
central dummy front door with porch, five
windows, grey tiled roof, two chimneys and
balustrade Widow’s Walk, front opening to
reveal four rooms and chimney breast -36¾in.
(91cm.) high (front bowed and interior and old
repaper) £300-400

546.
A rare Rock & Graner dolls’ house
tinplate desk, Painted grained finish with
two shelves and scrolling finial, 1870s -6¼in.
(16cm.) high £200-300

543.
A rare and fine Rock & Graner
dolls’ house tinplate half tester bed, Painted
grained finish with gold painted classical scroll
motif, green silk curtains and quilt, 1870s
-7¾in. (20cm.) high £300-400

547.
A rare pair of Rock & Graner dolls’
house tinplate curtain pelmets, Painted with
lustrous finish, gold painted classical scroll
motif and finials, pieced decoration, 1870s
-6½in. (16.5cm.) wide £200-300

538.
A Gottschalk dolls’ house stable,
Painted cream with brown roof, printed paper
first floor facade and side detail, two stalls
with tinplate feeder and cart bay, the hay
loft with central door, penciled 5544 to base
-11½in. (29cm.) high (slight wear)
£80-120
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548.
Rock & Graner dolls’ house tinplate
furniture, Painted grained finish - a circular
pedestal table with three bun feet -2¼in.
(5.5cm.) high; and a chair with red painted
seat (replaced leg) £100-150

553.
A peg wooden/Grodnerthal dolls’
house doll, With black painted smooth
headed centre-parted hair, jointed wooden
body with red shoes, original floral sprig
printed dress and apron -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high
£100-150

549.
A rare Rock & Graner dolls’ house
cast-metal mirror, Painted grained finish,
column and pediment with gold painted lyre
beneath, 1870s -4?in. (10.5cm.) high £80-100
550.
An Evans & Cartwright dolls’ house
tinplate fireplace, With grate and gold painted
fender -3½in. (9cm.) high; two prints and a
mirror each framed in Dresden paper £70-100

554.
Two peg wooden/Grodnerthal
dolls’ house dolls, With black painted smooth
headed centre-parted hair, jointed wooden
bodies, one with brown silk lace trimmed
dress and apron -3½in. (9cm.) high; and
another in purple printed patterned dress and
apron (one lower leg replaced and flaking and
retouching to head) £200-300
555.
Three peg wooden/Grodnerthal
dolls’ house dolls, The largest in printed dress
-4¼in. (11cm.) high (replaced legs, retouched
hair); the smallest in original white clothes,
possibly dressed as a chef; and another
redressed (replaced arms) £150-200

560.
A 19th century large scale dolls’
house or sample cast-iron fireplace, With
flower and tassel decoration, in white marble
fire surround -81/8in. (20.5cm.) high £60-80
561.
A fine 19th century bone dolls’
house bureau bookcase, The bookcase
doors with pierced decoration of flowers in
urns, opening to reveal red and blue books,
mirrored pigeon holes and two drawers to
desk, some areas brown stained decoration
-5½in. (14cm.) high (one door sticking)
£70-100

562.
Late 19th century small scale bone
dolls’ house furniture, Comprising sofa -2?in.
(6.5cm.) wide, two chairs, a table and corner
cupboard with turned vessels (missing top
shelf); and a larger scale hexagonal occasional
table £100-150

551.
A large scale china shoulder-head
dolls’ house doll, With black centre-parted
moulded and painted hair, blue eyes, pink
cheeks, stuffed body with china limbs, flat
soled black painted boots, original cream silk
dress with miniature scissors and thimble
in velvet pockets and ball of cotton -6½in.
(16.5cm.) high £200-300
556.
A painted turned wood dolls’ house
part egg set, Cream painted with painted
chicken motif comprising two egg cups with
eggs, a cruet and circular lidded egg warmer,
probably Erzgebirge; other Erzgebirge pieces
including a pair of candles sticks; in a printed
paper covered box £80-100

563.
A rare soft metal dolls’ house key
cabinet, Scrolling pierced decoration with
central motif of two deer, blue and gold wash
finish, opening to reveal red interior with
hooks -3in. (7.5cm.) high £60-80

557.
A turned wood dolls’ house wall
mounted coat hook, with hinged hooks and
Petit Point flower embroidery to back -3¾in
(9.5cm.) wide; and another similar with oval
mirrored back £80-100
552.
Two peg wooden/Grodnerthal
dolls’ house dolls, With black painted smooth
headed centre-parted hair, jointed wooden
bodies with faded red painted shoes, original
pink and cream party dresses with net overlay,
the small with cream silk cape -5in. (12.5cm.)
height of largest £300-400
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558.
Waltershausen Boulle rococo dolls’
house pieces, An armchair with blue figured
velvet upholstery -4½in. (11.5cm.) high; and a
wall clock with china dial and pendulum
£50-80
559.
A rare Solke dolls’ house sleigh bed,
Dark stained wood with metal decoration
including cherub and owls, original mattress
and bedding --6in. (15cm.) long (two glued
feet) £200-250

564.
Dolls’ house china, A Limoges bud
vase decorated with roses -1½in. (3.75cm.)
high; a Devres ink well on stand; two powder
bowls and a vase £70-100
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565.
A pair of Erhard & Söhne dolls’
house gilt metal mirrored sconces, Wall
mounted, each with two candle holders -2½in.
(6cm.) high (mirrors possibly replaced)
£100-150

570.
An Italian white metal dolls’ house
tea set, By Franco Baronio of Milan, marked
800, comprising tea pot -1in. (2.5cm.) high,
milk, jug, two cups and saucers and a circular
tray, in fitted case £60-80

574.
Six dolls’ house blown glass fruit
comports, three striped glass and three
coloured glass, with fruit, in trade box base
-1½in. (4cm.) high; another similar clear glass
comport with glass work fruit; and six similar
cake stands with composition cakes £100-150
575.
Dolls’ house furniture, Solke - table
with scrolling cast metal legs with cherub,
blonde wood top -2in. (5cm.) high (legs a little
bent) and a similar all metal chair with green
velvet upholstery; a turned wood pot stand;
two Schneegas chairs; and a foot stool
£60-80

571.
Three Erhard & Söhne dolls’ house
gilt metal faux bamboo picture frames, Two
landscapes and one male portrait -3¼in.
(8.25cm.) longest side £80-100
566.
A Erhard & Söhne dolls’ house gilt
metal three-lite chandelier, With three white
globe shades held by three wires with fluted
ball joints and ceiling hook -4¾in. (12cm.)
drop £120-180

577.
A Waltershausen dolls’ house
bureau, With fold down writing desk, blue
paper lined with six small interior drawers,
four large drawers with bone handles -6in.
(15cm.) high; and four small chest of drawers
£50-80

567.
A Erhard & Söhne dolls’ house gilt
metal three-lite chandelier, With three bulbs
and white frilled shades, crown centre and
three chains and ceiling hook -4¼in. (11cm.)
drop £120-180
568.
Two Erhard & Söhne dolls’ house
gilt metal clocks, A floor standing long case
rococo style with tinplate back, revolving
hand and pendulum -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; and
a wall clock with porcelain dial, weights and
pendulum £100-150

576.
Doll’s house china, An English mid
19th century mug decorated with a rose on
green ground -?in. (2.2cm.) high; a Goss jug
and basin; a Japanese vase, three figures and
other items £80-100

578.
Small scale dolls’ house furniture, A
purple velvet sofa with printed coloured paper
trim -3¼in. (8.5cm.) wide; a grained set with
red upholstery; and two other chairs; and a
larger scale chair £60-80

572.
Two gilt-metal dolls’ house coronas,
The largest with laurel swags and ribbons,
mounted on wood covered in blue paper and
silk with supportive wire -2¼in. (6cm.) deep;
and a small example with lace drapes
£100-150
573.
Dolls’ house gilt metal curtain
fittings, Three curtain poles with clip rings on
original card -5¼in. (13.5cm.) width of pole;
sixty curtain pole clips; and quantity of plain
rings £80-100

569.
A French dolls’ house porcelain
wash set, Comprising jig -1½in. (4cm.) high,
basin and three dishes, floral on a white and
blue ground; and similar ink well and vase
marked L £80-120
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579.
Two all-bisque dolls’ house dolls,
With blonde painted moulded hair, pin jointed
at hips and shoulders, dressed as a boy and
girl -2¼in. (5.5cm.) high £60-80
580.
Two Hertwig all-bisque dolls’ house
dolls, Both with blonde painted moulded hair
with loop for ribbon, pin-jointed at hips and
shoulders, brown painted shoes and crochet
outfits, one carrying a pair of metal ice-skates
-2¾in. (7cm.) high £80-120
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581.
Dolls’ house lighting, A gold
painted cast metal four-lite chandelier with
white glass globe shades -2½in. (6cm.) high
(one shade replaced with wooden bead); a
soft-metal ceiling lamp with glass globe shade;
and another ceiling oil-lamp (missing shade); a
modern brass chandelier and Davy lamp
£80-100

582.
Three gilt metal wall candle
sconces, Each with two candle holders,
probably Erhard & Söhne -1½in. (4cm.) high; a
similar bracket for suspending something; and
three pictures on easels £100-120
583.
Two gilt-metal dolls’ house pictures
and a mirror, Ornate frames with landscapes
and vertically framed mirror -3½in. (9cm.) high
£80-100

Lot 591

589.
A quantity of dolls’ house
pictures and mirrors, Various gilt metal,
a Waltershausen rectangular mirror -3in.
(7.5cm.) wide; a Black Forest leaf framed
mirror; two carved bone ovals featuring a
lying dog; and others £100-150
590.
A china shoulder-head dolls’ house
doll, Made into a bead pen wipe -3¼in.
(8.5cm.) high (missing legs); two other dolls’
house dolls, a needlework rug, a metal cat
seated on a stool (misisng piece from lap),
a glass clown cracker charm; and a piece of
beading £60-80

584.
Three matching gilt metal dolls’
house pictures, Ornate frames, two with
village scapes and the other with lake and
mountains -3in. (7.5cm.) wide £80-100
585.
A gilt-metal dolls’ house mirror,
Ornate vertically framed mirror -3in. (7.5cm.)
high; and a pair of similar vertical pictures
with buildings £80-100
586.
A pair of gilt metal dolls’ house
pictures, ornate frames with buildings in
landscapes -3in. (7.5cm.) wide; and a similar
vertically frame mirror £80-100

587.
A gilt metal dolls’ house picture
of kittens, Ornate frame -3½in. (9cm.) wide,
another similar picture of an Eastern scene;
and a mirror £80-100
588.
Seven dolls’ house pictures and
mirrors, An oval gilt metal mirror -3¼in.
(8.5cm.) high; an oval gilt metal picture of
children; and four others £80-100
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591.
A Moritz Gottschalk furnished
blue roof dolls’ house, With brick and stone
facade, the front door to the left with pillard
porch, balcony and door above with gable
above this, bay window to ground floor,
opening to reveal two rooms with original
papers, unreadable pencil number to base
-20½in. (52cm.) high; furniture and chattels
including soft metal upright piano, single bed,
dressing table and tinplate and soft metal
fireplace; Erhard fender, wall clock and rococo
chair; two bisque shoulder-head dolls and
other items £1200-1800
592.
A 19th century Dutch dolls’ house
silver coffee pot, By Wed. W. De Pleyt,
Schoonhoven, 1878-1892, engraved with
initials M.K. -2in. (5cm.) high (missing lid);
English silver miniature Art Nouveau hand
mirror, Levi & Salaman, Birmingham, 1903
-2¼in. (5.5cm.) high; silver plated miniatures Guernsey cream jug pepperette, a wine taster
and a paperknife by Walker & Hall
£70-100

593.
A W Avery & Son gilt metal dolls’
house work table needlecase, With chess
board to opening top, stamped on underside
-2½in. (6.5cm.) high £80-120

594.
A larger scale Leonhardt cream
painted dolls’ house set, Comprising display
cabinet -8¼in. (21cm.) high, two seater chair,
arm chair and two chairs, and a marble
topped circular table (some old repairs)
£100-150
595.
A gilt-metal dolls’ house sewing
necassaire in the form of a perambulator,
Two compartments, one labelled pins -4½in.
(11.5cm.) long, three pieces of bone furniture
with brown stain decoration including a
mirrored cupboard, desk and lamp (all with
some damage); a twisted gilt-metal wire chair
and table with Petit Point floral tops; and a
cast metal lamp base £100-150
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596.
French Penny Toy dolls’ house
items, A highchair convertible into a rocker, a
dressing table, two tables, a rocking chair, four
candlesticks and other items (a few repainted
and some damage) £50-80

609.
A German dolls’ house soft metal
treadle sewing machine, With working
treadle, painted black with gold detail -3¼in.
(8cm.) high; a filigree white metal rocking
chair, a piano stool, parasol and sewing box
£60-80

597.
Dolls’ house furniture, Including a
Schneegas work table -3in. (7.5cm.) high; a
painted tinplate washstand with tap; a tinplate
fireplace (lost all paint) and other items
£50-80

610.
German oak dolls’ house dinning
set, Four chairs with figured green velvet
upholstery -5in. (12.5cm.) high; and a D-ended
table (slight repairs) £60-80

598.
Dolls’ house kitchen items, A
tinplate range -4½in. (11cm.) high (missing
base); cast metal pots and pans, possibly
Britains; a red tinplate chamber stick (missing
handle) and other items £40-60
599.
Two German all-bisque dolls’ house
children, The girl with moulded hair plaited
and twirled into buns at the sides of her head
and blue bow -3½in. (9cm.) high (chip to
top of hip); and a similar boy both with blue
painted shoes; and three others (damages,
china head does not belong to body)
£70-100
600.
A china shoulder-head dolls’ house
doll, With black moulded and painted hair
set in bands across the back, stuffed body
with bisque limbs with blue flat soled shoes
and original dress -6¼in. (16cm.) high; and
two gold painted tinplate beds with bedding
£60-80
601.
A 1960s dolls’ house black family,
With plastic heads, wired bodies, metal shoes
and felt clothes -3½in. (9cm.) high; and some
Grecon dolls £50-80

611.
Dolls’ house furniture, including a
painted aluminium hand cranked wash tub
with maple -3¼in. (8cm.) high; two Schneegas
Art Nouveau chairs; and a hall mirror £60-80

603.
A German bisque headed dolls’
house doll, With dark glass eyes, closed
mouth, blonde mohair wig, composition body,
18th century style costume with red, white
and blue striped trousers and wide brimmed
hat -4½in. (11.5cm.) high £70-100
604.
Two French small all-bisque dolls’
house dolls, With blue painted eyes, one
with brown mohair wig, blue painted shoes
and pale green suit -2½in. (6cm.) high; and
another with blonde mohair wig and remains
of original outfit £50-80
605.
Two Unis dolls’ house dolls, With
painted bisque heads, blue eyes, blonde
mohair wigs, composition bodies and regional
costumes -5¼in. (13.5cm.) high (male
missing hand); two German tiny all-bisques;
a moulded head and torso with moulded
clothes; and another head and torso £50-80
606.
Three dolls’ house shoulder-head
dolls, A lady with blonde moulded hair held
in a bun at the back, stuffed body and bisque
limbs -5in. (12.5cm.) high; two others with
remains of wigs; a china Frozen Charlie; and a
pudding charm £60-80
607.
A dolls’ house gilt metal display
cabinet, Probably French with opening front
-5¾in. (14.5cm.) high; a chaise longue, two
arm and four chairs upholstered in green floral
material £80-100

602.
A rare Hertwig all-bisque dolls’
house cat, Painted grey with green glass eye,
moulded shoes, pin-jointed at shoulders and
hips and original crochet dress -2¼in. (5.5cm.)
high (missing eye, chipped at tops of legs);
and a few other damaged items £80-120
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612.
Dolls’ house tinplate bathroom,
A loo with flush and toilet roll holder -4¾in.
(12cm.) high, a washstand and bath (some
retouching); and two white painted wooden
chairs £40-60
613.
A quantity of English home-made
1930/40s dolls’ house furniture, including
a green three piece suite, oak bedroom set,
green painted pieces and two pottery Sylvac
style rabbits £50-80
614.
A dolls’ house peach satin
upholstered bedroom set, Well home-made
comprising bed, dressing table with stool,
Ottoman and two chairs; and other items
including a roll-top desk £60-80
615.
Post-war dolls’ house furniture,
Mainly Dol-Toi including kitchen and bedroom;
and a Kleeware pram £30-50
616.
Dolls’ house chattels, Three
porcelain gold painted tea for two sets;
Intercast brass miniature tool set, in original
plastic packet; modern pieces including good
quality turned wood vessels £40-60
617.
A china shoulder-head dolls’ house
doll, With black moulded and painted hair,
stuffed body with china limbs and original
brown dress with blue trim -4¼in. (11cm.)
high (missing foot); a walnut shell with two
china pudding charm dolls; and other china
dolls £60-80
618.
An all-bisque dolls’ house doll,
With brown glass eyes, blonde art silk wig,
jointed at shoulders and hips, painted shoes
and socks -3¾in. (9.5cm.) high; and ten
porcelain half dolls (one broken at neck)
£70-100
619.
Dolls’ house dolls, An all-bisque
doll with blue glass eyes, possibly made up
from parts -4in. (10cm.) high (one arm short);
and four all bisque babies, two with moulded
blonde hair and one with moulded boots
£50-80

608.
Two German dolls’ house sofas,
One upholstered in green wool and the other
red with matching fringes, possibly Schneegas
-5½in. (14cm.) wide; and an oak fireplace and
overmantel with printed paper tiles and fire
£60-80

620.
Tootsietoy dolls’ house furniture,
comprising die cast blue bedroom set, green
and cream kitchen set, green and cream bath
room set with a pink laundry basket and
brown dining room set (some wear) £70-100
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621.
A Tootsietoy dolls’ house Furniture
set, Comprising diecast gramophone, radio,
hostess trolley, standard lamp, gold painted
settee and chair, beige painted corner display
cabinet (one hinge damaged), a circular table
and four chairs, in original box (very good, box
lid edges repaired) £150-200

622.
A rare American O B Andrews
printed cardboard Colonial dolls’ house,
Self-assemble in red, green and white with
open back showing rooms, garden wall,
garage, greenhouse, formal garden and trees,
a printed plan dated 1939 and a card box from
Spiegel Inc., Chicago addressed to a Miss Pearl
F Merrill, circa 1940 -12¼in. (31cm.) height to
top of roof - Designed for use with Tootsietoy
metal furniture, although the cardboard floors
do not really take the weight! £200-300

624.
A German dolls’ house oak saloon
set 1880s, With embossed cardboard
decoration comprising sofa -4in. (10cm.)
wide, four chairs, table, buffet, cupboard
with shelves and drawers above and mirrored
cupboard £180-250

625.
German dolls’ house oak furniture
1880s, With embossed cardboard decoration
comprising cupboard with shelves and
drawers above -5in. (12.5cm.) high, buffet,
mirrored cupboard and four chairs with brown
leather upholstery; and a cardboard and pink
satin canopy bed with lace trim £150-200

627.
A late 19th century carpenter built
dolls’ house, With painted red brick exterior,
white painted stone work, central green front
door with knocker and knob, two ground
floor bay windows to either side, grey painted
roof, front opening in to halves to reveal four
rooms, hall, stairs and landing, some old
papers -24¾in. (63cm.) wide (missing chimney
pot and front door repainted) £150-200

628.
Trent House a home built dolls’
house on stand, Made from an old Pathini
tea chest with stone painted façade, central
varnished front door with semi-circular
window above, a similar small window above
that and four other windows, red painted tiled
roof with ornate caping tiles, two chimneys
with cotton reel pots, primitively lite with
external switch, front opening to reveal four
rooms with staircase -43½in. (110.5cm.) high
- Pathini tea estate is an old tea plantation in
Assam district of India £200-300
629.
A half-timbered dolls’ house,
With black painted metal timbering, white
textured render and paper brick work and
tinplate windows -25½in. (65cm.) high; and a
repainted dolls’ house £40-60
630.
A quantity of post-war dolls’ house
furniture, Including Dol-Toi and Spot-On
£30-50

623.
A German all-bisque dolls’ house
doll, With blue glass eyes, closed mouth,
curly blonde mohair wig, socket head, pegjoints at shoulders and hips, black painted
heeled shoes and socks, original yellow velvet
breeches, dark green velvet waistcoat, red
tail coat and cravat with pearl pin, impressed
4 -4½in. (11.5cm.) high (arms and head need
restringing) £150-200
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626.
Cork Villa a late 19th century
dolls’ house, With applied cork facade and
chimneys, varnished wood door, window
surrounds and coining, shingled roof, named
and dated on front and rear opening to reveal
two rooms, the first floor can be removed
to make one large room for display -23½in.
(59.5cm.) high (interior floor and back
probably a replacement) £200-300

631.
Britains lead dolls’ house utensils,
Four rare steamers with lids painted pale
yellow, red, green and pale green with cream
lid -2in. (5cm.) high (one handle missing);
other pots and pans; a J Hill & Co typewriter;
and Crescent ironing board £60-80
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632.
A rare and early English Perry
& Co Dancing Scotsman automaton, The
composition head with painted brown hair
and mutton chops, carved wooden torso
and articulated limbs, red cloth top, kilt and
tassels at knees, dancing upon a green and
purple paper covered wooden box housing
the clockwork mechanism, a green label
to the inside lid of box ‘Perry & Co. Patent
Automaton Dancers. Sold by Dealers in Fancy
Goods. Wholesale 37, Red Lion Square & 3
Cheapside London’, a white directions label to
inside of box and circular label to underside
‘Perry & Co, London, Manufactures &
Patentees, Patent Pens, Pencils, Paperbinders,
Bostonitetablets, Scotch Goods, Aromatic
Elastic Bands, Perennial Metallic Books address as above - Caution - See Trade Mark’
-10¼in. (26cm.) high, 1860-70s (slight wear)
- Formerly owned by the Hon Andalusia
Molesworth circa 1860, the mother of
Quinten Riley owner of lot 636. £600-800

636.
A rare and early G & J Lines pedal
car, Green painted wood with light green
and yellow lining, tin radiator grille, L.457
number plate, mud-guards and step-boards,
wooden steering wheel, bracket for headlamp,
pedal and chain driven, spoked wheels with
rubber tyres and brass hubs, thistle logo
transfer to rear, circa 1912 -36¾in. (93.5cm.)
long (original finish, where right mudguard
is attached to bonnet, broken around
attachment and repaired, general wear and
rusting to grille); this was the last present
Quintin Riley’s mother (Hon. Andalusia
Molesworth) gave him before she died in
1911; he used to drive it around the base of
the Albert Memorial in Kensington Gardens,
near the family home, Kensington Court
£1000-1500
634.
A German toy theatre, Probably
Gottschalk with painted and applied paper
proscenium arch, working curtain, candle
flood lights, various scenes and characters on
wooden for Little Red Riding Hood -23½in.
(60cm.) high (missing finial); and some
homemade pieces with some hand-written
scripts and notices - Formerly owned by
Morwenna (Fluffy) Brocklebank, nee Riley
(1892-1970) £300-400

635.
A child’s Little Red Riding Hood
costume, With hand coloured photograph
of Dorothy Margaret Croft aged 2½ years
wearing the costume, a blue silk dress with
tucks and rouching, a muslin pinafore and red
wool hood cape, circa 1903 (cape possibly a
replacement) - £100-150

637.
A late 19th century child’s country
smock, With elaborately worked top front,
back, collar and cuffs, a pocket each side
-25in. (63.5cm.) from shoulder to hem (some
staining) £80-100
638.
Antique marbles, Seven large hand
blown marbles with multicoloured swirls and
slightly rough pontil end -1¼in. (3.5cm.); two
pottery miniature carpet bowls (worn and
chipped); and other marbles £60-80

639.
A Roulet & Decamps pig
automaton, Kid covered pig with glass
eyes, original ribbon and clockwork walking
mechanism, in original box -9½in. (24cm.) long
(from the neck backwards recovered, box lid
torn in half) £200-300

Lot 636

633.
A good quality wooden stable,
With two carved and painted wooden dapple
grey horses with open mouths, horsehair
tails on red stained wooden platform, yellow
painted edge with metal spoked wheels and
the bases stamped D.R.G.M. No.372657 -7½in.
(19cm.) long, the two stall stable with cart
bay painted light and dark green exterior and
ochre interior, a green painted wooden cart
with red-lining, three barrels, crate and sack
-21½in. (54.5cm.) width of stable (slight wear)
£300-500
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640.
A British wooden farm cart,
Probably G & J Lines with Queen Victoria 1887
Jubilee circular metal label -24½in. (62.5cm.)
long (old worm damage); and a nice quality
pond yacht (some damage) - the yacht owned
by Quintin Riley, circa 1910 and used mainly
on the Round Pond in Kensington Gardens
£60-80
641.
A child’s pull-along hay cart, With
wooden spoked wheels and metal treads
-27½in. (70cm.) long (some old worm)
£40-60
642.
Two The Globe Series Lucky Pie gift
boxes, Colour printed on cardboard, originally
containing 24 and 25 gifts for children -6in.
(15cm.) height of largest (slight wear)
£40-60
643.
Various puzzles and games, A
George Philip & Son The Improved Dissected
Map of Europe, laid on wood, in original
wooden box with sliding lid; a similar map of
England and Wales (no box), a printed bag
with African Cowries counters, The Game of
Spellicans Bone, in original wooden box; and
Games of Quartetts No.IV
£70-100

647.
A German bisque headed
clockwork dancing clowns, Both white
bisque heads with open/closed mouths and
painted detail, the man with moulded scull
cap with three pom-poms, cardboard and
wood bodies with composition hands, original
cloth and wheeled platform, the lady clown
with clockwork motor causing a larger wheel
to turn the pair in circles, circa 1910 -6½in.
(16.5cm.) high £200-300

650.
A Matthews’ Animated Vaudeville
Theatre Just William, With folding cardboard
proscenium and stage, eight jointed Just
William characters, programme and scripts
for the characters, in original box -13¼in.
(33.5cm.) high (slight wear, box aged)
£150-200
651.
A Matthews’ Empire Theatre of
Varieties, With folding cardboard proscenium
and stage and ten jointed characters including
Sylvette the Glittering Transformation Dancer,
The White-Eyed Coon from Kentucky and
Performing Dog; and programme -13¼in.
(33.5cm.) high (minor damages) £80-120
652.
Tiny Toys paper toy masks, British
Manufacture, eight cut facemarks laid on card
including Charlie Chaplin, in original paper
sleeve (some damage to sleeve) £80-100

644.
Various games and puzzles,
A Double Dissected Puzzle Little Folk at
the Sea, four pictures, in original box;
chromolithographic picture card houses,
fishing game, a group of unused pink and
blue dance cards, De La Rue Cheeky Families,
Jaques Happy Families and other items
£60-80

653.
A Raphael Tuck & Sons Behind the
Curtain in Fairyland, Fold out diorama of five
images of nursery rhymes including Little Miss
Muffet and Jack and Jill, each with a window
that opens to reveal a different scene -8½in.
(21.5cm.) wide (slight wear) £50-80
654.
Scrap Characters from Dickens
Series II by S Hildesheimer, Twelve suggest
each containing two or three characters, in
original envelope (slight damage); a set of
hand-coloured printed wild cats, probably
hand cut from a printed sheet and few other
scraps £60-80

645.
Three educational toys, Eight black
and white printed pictures of animals cut
into five strips spelling their name, laid on
wood; thirty-six hand coloured picture blocks
showing the history of England, the history as
text on reverse; and a black and white spelling
game with images and letters and wooden
rack £80-120
646.
Various games and puzzles, A
Spears Works Brickplayers building set, in
original box; De La Rue Pigmy Playing Cards, in
original box; various puzzles and other items
£30-50

655.
An interesting carved wooden
character, Possibly a Shaman with red painted
creased face, large nosed and heavy brows,
plaid hood suit applied with felt circles -14½in.
(37cm.) high £80-120
648.
An interesting 20th century troop
of professional hand puppets, With hand
painted papier-mâché heads and hands,
linen sleeves with hooks for suspending and
elaborate clothes, including a fat red-faced
18th century gentleman with two extra outfis,
three ladies, five pirates and a native fat man
and witch doctor, probably 1930-50s -18in.
(46cm.) high £500-800
649.
Five toy hand puppets, Including a
German composition headed policeman and
Mrs Punch; and three carved headed puppets
including Mr Punch -14in. (35.5cm.) high, all
with carved wooden limbs and original clothes
(some slight damage and wear) £100-150
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656.
Seven German composition headed
hand puppets 1910-20s, including Mr and
Mrs Punch -15½in. (39.5cm.) high; a Devil: a
Priest and others with wooden limbs
£100-150
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661.
Songs from Alice in Wonderland
and Through the Looking Glass, printed by
A & C Black Ltd, 1921; a wooden HumptyDumpty; a Jacques Tiddledy Winks, in original
box; Disney Pinocchio sheet music; and a doll
£50-80

657.
An interesting group of artisan
made string puppets, Painted papiermâché heads, carved wooden jointed limbs,
comprising four gentlemen in 19th century
clothes -19½in. (49.5cm.) high, a gypsy
woman, a Pierrot, a mermaid, the owl and
pussy cat, probably 1930s; some additional
limbs and two old Sotheby’s lot tags (some
wear and most need limbs attaching and
strings sorting, no controls) £200-300
662.
A Kuramochi celluloid clockwork
Circus Elephant, Standing in moulded clothes,
holding bell and ‘Welcome! See our Circus’
sign, the mechanism causing the elephant
to move his head and arms; applied paper
label to foot -10in. (25.5cm.) high (damage to
shoulder of one arm) £100-150

658.
A Harlequin and Columbine fancy
dress costumes, Probably for young adults,
made from dark and light pink silk satin with
pointed bell trimmed hems, the girls with
bodice, skirt and cap, the boys with jacket,
breeches and hood (some damage and wear);
with a matching German composition Mr
Punch marotte with glass eyes -12½in. (32cm.)
high; and an additional felt pierrot conical hat
with black pom-pom and a matching muslin
ruff £150-200

663.
Three clockwork celluloid spinning
carousel toys, The tallest by Hibkik with
central column with images of a mother and
baby, the top with bear, cat and lucky cat and
tassels of coloured discs -12¾in. (32.5cm.)
high; a hanging parrot cage and another
£50-80
664.
Japanese celluloid toys, Two
dancing girls with jointed arms and legs
marked SS -8½in. (22cm.) high; a clockwork
hand-standing clown with celluloid head
(discoloured); and a pair of bathers under a
parasol £50-80

667.
A Japanese clockwork celluloid and
tinplate traveller, The celluloid walking figure
with walking stick, carrying lithographed
tinplate suitcase -4½in. (11.5cm.) high; and a
Modern Toys celluloid clockwork cowboy on
fat horse £60-80

668.
Japanese celluloid characters,
a British traffic policeman with large stop
hand and marked T.T. -8in. (20.5cm.) high; a
monocled child in top hat; a comic child in top
hat with vibrating eyes; a clockwork tumbling
clown and Mary and her little lamb £50-80
669.
A Japanese clockwork celluloid girl
pushing perambulator, On tinplate base with
spinning parasol -6in. (15cm.) high; a Dutch
clockwork dancing doll with happy and sad
celluloid two-sided head; and a baby doll
£50-80
670.
Japanese celluloid characters, A
googly eyed footballer with jointed arms
-5½in. (14cm.) high; a British traffic policeman;
a comic child in top hat with vibrating eyes; a
clockwork tumbling clown; and Mary and her
little lamb £50-80
671.
Japanese celluloid animals, Felix
the Cat with jointed animals -3½in. (9cm.)
high; a jointed polar bear; a floating goose;
and clockwork Crazy Bee, in original box (box
damaged) £50-80

659.
A Pearly Queen fancy dress outfit,
Black velvet jacket and three difference size
and styles of skirts and a Dorothy bag; and a
The Pearlies A Social Record by Pearl Binder
£40-60

665.
A Kuramochi celluloid boy on
clockwork tinplate scooter, With jointed arm
and bell -9in. (23cm.) high; and a clockwork
celluloid girl on tinplate tricycle with white
rubber tyres £80-120

660.
Bucherer Saba Mutt and Jeff
articulated dolls, Painted composition heads,
hands and feet, jointed metal bodies and
original felt clothes -8in. (20cm.) high (slight
wear) £200-300
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666.
Japanese clockwork celluloid
children toys, A seated saxophonist on
clockwork wheeled tinplate platform under
spinning parasol -7½in. (19cm.) high; and a
crawling black baby with tightly curled hair
tied with ribbons, paper label applied to head
£60-80

672.
Celluloid and plastic deep sea
divers, A celluloid with lead weighted boots
and two miniature divers attached to his
wrists -4¾in. (12cm.) high; three other similar;
and a hard plastic example with printed face
£60-80
673.
A Japanese clockwork swing with
gnome, The jointed brown felt gnome with
celluloid head and fur beard on metal swing
-10¾in. (27.5cm.) high £50-80
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674.
A Tipple-Topple farm yard, With
painted wooden farm house, barn and kennel
with composition textured roofs, walled yard,
pump and a quantity of composition farm
animals -24½in.(62cm.) wide (slight damage
and missing gate) £100-150

678.
A German Shepherd or Wolf candy
container 1920s, Composition covered with
light brown burlap, clear and black glass eyes,
metal nose, open mouth with felt tongue,
paper collar and head removed to reveal
sweet container -11in. (28cm.) long £150-200
679.
A German wooden chicken squeak
toy, The chicken of felt, fur and feather on a
spring, when door of coup is open it pops our
and squeaks -5½in. (14cm.) high £60-80
680.
Erzgebirge vehicles, Comprising
a No.47 tram -3in. (7.5cm.) long; a green
bi-plane, two lorries, a oxen pulled hay cart
(replaced back wheels) and motorcycle and
side car £80-100

675.
A paper-covered Noah’s Ark, With
stained wooden hull, the house covered in
different papers and windows with cut-out
animals, decoration possibly a later addition
-23in. (58.5cm.) long; and a quantity of
composition animals (some damages)
£150-200

686.
Four toy seated wooden children,
Printed colour paper applied to wood, two
Edwardian boys and two girls, probably
designed for sitting in another toy or edge of
shelf -5¼in. (13cm.) high £60-80
687.
Swiss carved wooden cattle and
goats, Five cows standing -1¼in. (3cm.) long
and two seated with bells around necks; and
goat family (one missing leg) £80-100
688.
A quantity of turned wooden
vessels, Painted dark brown and yellow
including lidded urns, cups, tops and barrels
(slight damage) £60-80

681.
Erzgebirge people, Including five
mounted cavalry men, a vegetable stall, other
people and some animals, in a split bent-wood
box (some damage) £60-80
682.
A rare large size German turned
wooden Mr & Mrs Noah, Noah in red with
black hat and Mrs Noah with large bust and
blue dress -5½in. (14cm.) high £60-80
683.
A straw-work flat bottom Noah’s
Ark, With opening back with a Mr & Mrs
Noah and bird -20in. (51cm.) long (replaced
back, damage); and two straw-work boxes,
one with Granada on lid £150-200

689.
A rare Cassiobury Games of
Badminton and Garden Tennis wooden box
1875, The painted pine box with original
green Dean & Son printed label to inside of
lid -36½in. (93cm.) long (wear, split to lid
resulting in split through label) - Cassiobury
House was the residence of the Earl of Essex
in Watford, Hertfordshire; it was demolished
in 1927, but a tennis club remains in the
grounds today £100-150

676.
A German toy farm in original
wooden box, Composition girl feeding
chickens -3½in. (9cm.) high, ten composition
poultry, plain wood farm buildings, green
stained fencing, loofah trees and a few items
from other sets, in original wooden box,
written on lid in pencil in a child’s hand ‘Farm
Yard - Mary & Boy’ and remains of paper label
on underside, late 19th century £200-300
690.
A rare Ernst Plank Box of
Experiments B, Free Electricity or
Electrostatic Induction, various experiments
and equipment including a solid-cast acrobat,
brass, steel and glass pieces, in original box
-13½in. (34.5cm.) wide (slight wear, not
checked for completeness) £300-400

677.
A German St Bernard candy
container 1930s, Composition covered in
white and brown artificial silk plush, orange
and bald glass eyes, oil-cloth collar and head
removed to reveal sweet container -12in.
(30.5cm.) long £150-200
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684.
A 19th century Napoleonic Prisoner
of War Spinning Jenny automaton, The
carved bone lady with large bonnet sat at her
spinning wheel, the raised base showing the
cog mechanism, when crank handle is turned
it causes the figure to move and spin -5½in.
(14cm.) high (missing hand, one part re-glued
and mechanism needs some adjustments)
£800-1200
685.
Various items, A Petit Point and
leather note book, bone letters, miniature
carpet bowls, a mother of pearl and gilt metal
handbag mirror, porcelain English market
shop drawer labels, a purse frame and a
Mauchlinware Edinburgh calendar £80-100

691.
A Toy Boy/Sea Scout encampment,
The Plymouth Division Deep Sea Scouts
including Japanese celluloid Akela Scout
Leader -7in. (18cm.) high and ten Scouts
with red scarfs, a wooden cart, trestle table,
benches, large oiled canvas tent, various
sleeping tents, blankets, ground sheets, first
aid kit, cricket bat, wooden wolf’s head and
two box latrines, 1930-40s (one scout with
cracked, bandaged head) £300-400
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Lot 691

692.
Twelve rare larger scale Erzgebirge
carved wooden cavalry figures, Probably
Egyptians, in blue uniforms with red fezes,
mounted on brown horses with bases -3¾in.
(9.5cm.) high (some damages, missing two
arms and four tails, one base replaced)
£300-500
693.
Early large scale British market
Elastolin soldiers, Six Life Guards on brown
horses with metal reins and wooden bases
-6in. (15.5cm.) high; and six Guardsmen
marching at the slope (slight damage and
wear) £80-120
694.
Turned and painted wooden
Krampus, Mainly red and black including
five boxes and one on parallel bars -8½in.
(21.5cm.) height of tallest fork)
£80-100
695.
A quantity of Erzgebirge items,
Including eight motorised vehilces, three
market stalls, swing boats, a stable with
horses, a small scale village and others (slight
damage) £150-200
696.
Two French clockwork white
rabbits 1930s, White rabbit fur, glass eyes,
the integral keywind mechanism causing
him to play celluloid maracas and wiggle his
ears -15in. (38cm.) high; and another playing
cymbals £200-300
697.
A rare Brett Lithographing Company
The Great American Centennial Exhibition
Puzzle Blocks 1876, comprising five panoramic
dissected colour printed puzzles laid on wood,
1. Art Gallery, 2. Machinery Hall (missing
one or two pieces), 3. Horticultural Hall, 4.
Agricultural Hall and 5. The Main Building, in
original paper-covered wooden box - each
20½in (52cm) wide, approx (some wear and
discolouration) £150-200

Lot 692

698.
A German The Tower Bridge of
London card construction toy, A detailed and
delicate embossed plain card construction
to of the Tower Bridge, with instructions, in
original box with decorative label showing
the bridge spanning the Thames with an
assortment of sail and steam boats in the
foreground No.2315 ‘The Tower Bridge
of London - A very nice Model for SelfConstruction’, late 19th century (sone slight
damage) £80-120
699.
Various toys, A Dean’s Rag Book
Nursery Rhymes from designs by John Hassall,
The Prince’s Quest - A Rairy Race Game board,
a T. Ordish & Co Fairyland or Through the
Enchanted Forest board, a circus snakes and
ladders, a Jeu de l’Oie, in wooden box and
other items £80-100

704.
A German 19th century wooden
dinner service, Turned wood comprising
plates, water glasses, wine glasses and cutlery,
additional cooking equipment, in an original
split wood box the lid inscribed in pencil
‘Wooden dinner service - E M Cross 1882
-11in. (28cm.) long £60-80
705.
Various toys, A Tri-ang Teecham
Toys house and garden; a Spear’s Flying Hats;
a S & L Fretwork set; and a Nicoltoys Lyd
Multi-Builder, in wooden box £20-30
706.
A Carltonware Walking Ware
breakfast set, Comprising teapot, four tea
cups, five egg cups, salt & pepper, milk jug and
lidded sugar bowl £30-50

700.
A McLoughlin Bros New York The
Babes in the Wood dissected puzzle, Wooden
pieces with story book; and a J Jaques & Son
Picture Loto, in original box £30-50
701.
Various games and puzzles, A J W
Spears & Son The Little Hollanders dissected
puzzles, in original box; W & S B French
Lessons at Play Time lotto game; other lotto
cards; and picture blocks, in original box (two
blocks missing) £60-80
702.
Various items, Primus Lantern Ten
Little Nigger Boys (sic) boxed slides; Peter
Rabbit Race Game, in original box; three
Scottish pulped card Santa Clauses and Sinbad
the Sailor lantern slides £60-80

707.
A wooden cart and horse, The
varnish wood No.3 tipping cart, probably by
Lines Bros with spoked metal wheels with
rubber tyres -25½in. (65cm.) long (one tyre
damaged); and a carved and painted wooden
horse on platform with cast metal wheels
(repainted) £50-80

703.
Various toys, An Atelier Fauni
(Finland) Little My (Mymlan) from the
Moomins -5½in. (14cm.) high (hands
detached); an Elastolin wooden cart; two
Dean The Aeroplane Model Cut-Out Book
No.2 and 3; a home-made felt Mr Toad;
Atalanta Kite, in original box; other books and
wooden toys £100-150

708.
A pedal driven Velocipede circa
1900, With cast-iron head, carved and
painted wooden body, oil-cloth body, three
metal wheels and chain drive -30in. (76cm.)
long (some wear, eye missing and one
replaced) £150-200
709.
A red and blue painted wood cart,
With wooden wheels -17½in. (44.5cm.) long;
a Lines Bros Tri-ang Toys wooden cart (slight
damage); and a skin covered deer £30-40
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Lot 716

710.
A painted wooden horse and
cart, Probably G & J Lines, the dappled grey
horse on metal wheeled platform stencilled
underneath 2 and a blue and red painted farm
cart with wooden wheels -23in. (58.5cm.) long
(some wear, horse re-screwed to base and
missing tailgate) £100-150
711.
Various toys, A Lotts Chemistry Set
3, in original box; a Victory Sydney Harbour
Bridge puzzle, three boxed Subbuteo football
teams (two men down); an Anne Carlton (SAC)
Alice in Wonderland chess set, boxed; and
another chess set £30-50

Lot 716

714.
A 19th century Issmayer brass bath
toy galleon, Hand painted blue and brown
hill with red lining, two ‘flat’ infantrymen and
two cannon, said and flag -4in. (10.5cm.) long
(dents, paint loss and pieces broken from top
of one edge) with a glazed cardboard box and
instructions for Issmayer magnetic toys
£100-150
712.
A 19th century Issmayer brass bath
toy boat, Hand painted green, white and black
hull with red lining, three ‘flat’ infantrymen
firing guns, sail and flag, in original wooden
box with texture green paper covering, sliding
lid with printed picture of a boat -5in. (13cm.)
long (dent and flaking to left side of hull)
£300-400

715.
A toy butcher’s shop of recent
manufacture, With carved wooden butcher
and hanging metal, J Hunt sign and 1899 front
page of the Daily Mail on base -15in. (38cm.)
wide £150-200
The Bob Bura Puppet Collection and Archive
Bob (Barnett) Bura, animator and puppeteer, born
25 September 1924: died 7 April 2018: was probably
best known for his animation of the BBC childrens
programs The Trumptonshire Trilogy. He came from
a family of entertainers and started his career young
as Bobby Bura the ventriloquist, before becoming
a stage puppeteer with his co performer John
Hardwick, then transferring to television working
alongside Gordon Murray. He leaves a lasting
legacy in his highly thought of work and this small
collection reflects his facinating life.

713.
A 19th century Issmayer brass bath
toy boat, Hand painted green, white and black
hull with red lining, three ‘flat’ infantrymen
firing guns, sail and flags -5in. (13cm.) long
(some flaking paint) £200-300
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716.
The original Bura and Hardwick
Singing Waiters marionettes, Probably by
Gordon Murray, papier-mâché headed large scale
stage puppets with articulated jaws, jointed wooden
limbs, papier-mâché torso with original clothes;
and two wooden controls -35in. (89cm.) high
(dusty, some damage to clothes and unstrung); four
mounted colour photographs of Bura and Hardwick,
one featuring these puppets; a box of colour slides
of these puppets, the lid written in pen ‘Puppetts
Snozzle Singing Waiters Etc; and another colour
photo -from the Bob Bura collection £200-400

717.
The original Bura and Hardwick
pianist marionette, Probably by Gordon
Murray, papier-mâché large scale stage
puppet with moving lower lip, jointed wooden
limbs, papier-mâché torso with original white
Tuxedo jacket, shirt and trousers, remains of
stringing -36½in. (93cm.) high (missing feet,
dusty and slight damage); three publicity
photographs of this puppet with white piano from the Bob Bura collection £80-120
www. sp ec i a la uc t i o nservices.com

Lot 722

718.
An original Bura and Hardwick
marionette body, Probably by Gordon Murray,
a papier-mâché black man’s body with carved
wooden limbs and original clothes -32in.
(81cm.) high (missing head and one booted
foot) and a torso of a skeleton puppet (missing
head and limbs) with photograph of Bura and
Hardwick performing this skeleton - from the
Bob Bura collection £60-80

721.
Three string puppet heads, A fine
papier-mâché Sultan head with pointed silk
turban, articulated mouth and moving eyes
-6in. (15.5cm.) high; and two other male
heads with moving mouths (flaking) - from the
Bob Bura collection £50-80

719.
A Bob Bura’s Mr Punch marionette,
Probably by Gordon Murray, a papier-mâché
large scale stage puppet with moving lower
jaw, jointed wooden limbs, papier-mâché
torso and original costume -38in. (96.5cm.)
high (some wear); and a stuck down
photographic montage including a image of
Bob Bura with Mr Punch and David Jacobs
£80-120

720.
Two scrap books belonging to
Bob Bura, Including images of his early
career as Bobby Bura, photographs, letters
and ephemera relating to Betty Bura, later
photographs, lots of Murray Production
performance programs and other items
(pieces removed and more recent unrelated
additions, scruffy) - from the Bob Bura
collection £30-50
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722.
An interesting carved wooden Mr
Punch hand puppet which starred in The
Hammer Film Productions The Quartermass
Xperiment, The deeply carved head probably
dating from the early 20th century, with an
original red and yellow wool costume and now
wearing a replica costume presumably made
for filming -19in. (48.5cm.) high; a publicity
photograph of Bob Bura, John Hardwick and
Brian Donlevy inscribed in pencil on the back
‘This was done for the publicity stunt when
John and I were playing a talking part in
Quartermass with Brian Don Levy’ (sic) - from
the Bob Bura collection £200-300

723.
A professional carved wooden Mr
Punch, Wooden hands and cloth sleeve -16in.
(40.5cm.) high (repainted and redressed) and
the crocodile converted to a Chinese dragon from the Bob Bura collection £30-50

724.
A Punch and Judy Hangman,
papier-mâché head with moving jaw, wooden
hands and black masked costume -22in.
(56cm.) high; three well modelled unfinished
Mr Punch heads possibly made from cloth
soaked in composition and a photograph of
a man in front of a booth with this hangman
and a finished version of the above Mr Punch from the Bob Bura collection £60-80

725.
An unusual Insull ventriloquist
character jug, Papier-mâché or composition,
hand painted with levers to operate eyes, top
lip and bottom lip -8in. (20.5cm.) high - from
the Bob Bura collection £150-200
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Lot 729

726.
An old lady character ventriloquist
dummy, With papier-mâché head, articulated
jaw with single tooth and wart on chin,
creased features with red rimmed eyes and
strawberry blonde hair wig, fibre-glass torso
with stuffed saggy breasts, carved wooden
hands, wooden jointed legs, knitted jumper,
felt skirt, shopping bag and papier-mâché
bottle of stout -28in. (71cm.) high (some
wear) - a video available on-line shows Bob
Bura entertaining a young girl with this
character, calling the girl a ‘Silly Sausage’ from the Bob Bura collection £150-200

728.
The original Francis Coudrill
ventriloquist puppet Cassy (William
Casanova) from Whirligig, Made by Francis
Coudrill, a composition or papier-mâché head
with fixed blue striated glass eyes, articulated
jaw revealing front teeth, brown hair wig,
the ears converted to alien points, a pair of
round frame glasses fixed in position, a jointed
body and some old and some new clothing
-30in. (76cm.) high (some wear, ears probably
converted by Bob to use as a new character);
with a letter from Joanna Coudrill, on Francis
Coudrill headed paper - 13 July 1990 Received the sum of £1,000 (cheque) from
Bon Bura for 1 ventriloquial puppet ‘William’. I
have no claim on any future performance with
this puppet Francis’s son. Jonathon Xavier
Coudrill has confirmed this is his father’s
original puppet - from the Bob Bura collection
£300-400
729.
An original Francis Coudrill
ventriloquist puppet Mexican Pete from
Whirligig, Made by Francis Coudrill, a
composition or papier-mâché head with
articulated jaw revealing two upper teeth,
a beaked nose, a pencil moustache, black
hair wig, jointed body with original black felt
costume and boots with a Cuban heel -33½in.
(85cm.) high (missing eyes) - Francis’s son
Jonathon Xavier Coudrill has confirmed this
is his father’s puppet - from the Bob Bura
collection £200-300

Lot 730
727.
A Hooray Henry type character
ventriloquist dummy, With papier-mâché
head, articulate jaw, large Roman nose,
protruding two top teeth, large sticking out
ears, blue painted eyes, the right eyebrow
raised and eye shaped possibly for a monocle,
hair moustache and side parted hair, wooden
articulated body, foam stuffing, beige duffle
coat, cords, turtleneck jumper, red socks and
brown leather shoes -36in. (91.5cm.) high
(some wear) - from the Bob Bura collection
£150-200
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730.
A large quantity of Murray
Marionettes Rubovia children’s television
publicity stills, From mainly folk and fairy
tale subjects (many curled), some slides and
negatives and related pieces - from the Bob
Bura collection £20-30

731.
Toytown photographs and
ephemera from the BBC children’s show,
Related to both the rod puppets and stopframe animation characters, publicity
photographs, home photographs and
transparencies including a set of individual
photographs of all the stop-frame characters
held together by string - from the Bob Bura
collection £30-40
732.
A quantity of Bob Bura and John
Hardwick photographs and ephemera,
Including Trade Union Oil Artistes’ Association
membership cards 1957 for John and Bob;
two short unidentified scripts; copies of the
last will and testament for both dated 1995;
various publicity and home photographs;
press clippings and letters - from the Bob Bura
collection £30-40
733.
An interesting album of 35mm
film negatives, 594 black and white images,
subjects including Rubovian, Punch, Sheriff of
Fractured Jaw and Bouts in the Belfry - from
the Bob Bura collection £40-60
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743.
Five Bura & Hardwick stop-frame
animation character pairs of shoes, From
unknown productions including black boots
-3½in. (9cm.) high and green red heeled
shoes with up-turned toe - from the Bob Bura
collection £40-60
744.
An Aurora large Tyrannosaurus Rex,
In original box (part made up and box faded);
and two Barbie Tend Speeder bicycles, in
boxes (boxes very faded) - from the Bob Bura
collection £20-30

734.
A quantity of negatives in different
formats for various productions, Including
Tufty Squirrel and A. Smith animated Pied
Piper - from the Bob Bura collection £30-50

739.
Forty-five Camberwick Green,
Trumpton or Chigley Agfacolor 5 x 4
transparencies, most in Agfacolor black
paper mounts, a few with Bura & Hardwick
Animations copyright sticker - from the Bob
Bura collection £80-100
740.
Forty Camberwick Green, Trumpton
or Chigley 5 x 4 transparencies, most in
Agfacolor black paper mounts, a few with
Bura & Hardwick Animations copyright sticker
- from the Bob Bura collection £80-100

735.
A Christmas Greetings card from
Captain Pugwash in Rye, To Bob & John from
Priscilla & John (Ryan); and a short note to
both on headed paper from John Ryan - from
the Bob Bura collection £10-15
736.
A quantity of props from puppets
and stop-frame animation, Two pairs of child’s
cowboy boots, two well-made cast metal
radiators -6¼in. (16cm.) high, a graduated set
of full size copper pans, six hospital/dormitory
beds -15½in. (39.5cm.) long; and other items from the Bob Bura collection £70-100
737.
Three albums of 6 x 6 medium
format transparencies including Camberwick
Green, Over 700 images in colour and black
and white, other subjects include Benny Hill
TV series, Pinmen and Toy Town - from the
Bob Bura collection £150-200

738.
Eighteen Camberwick Green 5 x
4 transparencies, In an envelope addressed
to John Hardwick with compliment slip
returning them from Falcone Games Limited,
presumably used for printing jigsaws - from
the Bob Bura collection £30-40

741.
A Bura & Hardwick stop-frame
animation frog puppet, a foam-rubber
articulated model in original clothes -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (slightly perished); and a small
group of photographs and transparencies
including this frog, where he loses his button!
- from the Bob Bura collection £80-120

742.
Bura & Hardwick stop-frame
animation items and ephemera, Including
two foam rubber rabbit heads possibly from
The Climbers band -7in. (17.5cm.) high (one
missing eyes), various photographs and
transparencies form unknown productions,
blank headed paper and a quantity of BBC
Statement of Payment for Services or in
Respect of Copyright, 1980s - from the Bob
Bura collection £60-80

745.
Bura & Hardwick stop-frame
animation Hungarian folk tale, Two foam
rubber articulated models, one woman
and one woman, in original clothes -12in.
(30.5cm.) high (some perishing); a large
wooden gypsy caravan -26in. (66cm.) high;
a small scale gypsy caravan -12in. (30.5cm.)
high; a similar scale cart and press clipping
showing the larger caravan, date 1985, the
article says that Bura and Hardwick are
currently animating an Hungarian folk opera
for schools television with Peter Ustinov
narrating, the photo shows John Hardwick and
BBC puppet maker Alan Platt - from the Bob
Bura collection £200-300

746.
Bura & Hardwick stop-frame
animation prison truck and driver, From an
unknown production, the 1920s style G.A.D.
truck painted yellow with prison bars back
-38in. (96.5cm.) long; and a foam rubber
articulated man wearing denim dungarees
-12in. (30.5cm.) high (some perishing) - from
the Bob Bura collection £150-200

END OF AUCTION
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BID VIA SAS LIVE
LIVE INTERNET BIDDING
WITH SPECIAL AUCTION SERVICES
We are delighted to announce that you
can now bid online directly with SAS

We have launched our new
SAS Live bidding platform
Visit: www.specialauctionservices.com for more details
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Paddle

81 GREENHAM BUSINESS PARK, NEWBURY, RG19 6HW
TELEPHONE: 01635 580 595
mail@specialauctionservices.com
DT250619
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: __________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________ POSTCODE: ________________________
TELEPHONE: ___________________________________ EMAIL: ____________________________
IDENTIFICATION PROVIDED: ____________________ METHOD OF PAYMENT _____________
PREFERRED METHOD OF COLLECTION /DESPATCH OF PURCHASES ____________________
AREA OF INTEREST: ____________________________
To Specialist Auctions Ltd trading as Special Auction Services.
Please execute the following bid(s) on my behalf as cheaply as possible given the competition of other bid(s) and/or any reserve. The
prices shown in Pounds Sterling are the Hammer Price to which will be added the Buyer’s premium of 17.5% plus Value Added Tax
together with any Value Added Tax that may be payable on the Hammer Price.

I have read and agree to abide by Special Auction Services Full Terms and Conditions.
I agree to my details being held on a data base to enable me to receive correspondence regarding future
auctions.
I also agree to Special Auction Services only forwarding my data to Couriers should I confirm that shipping of
my purchases is required.
SIGNED: __________________________________________ DATE: ___________________________
Lot Number

Description

Max Bid (£)

Buyers Premium 17.5% plus Valued Added Tax making a total of 21% of the Hammer Price
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ABBREVIATED TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Please ensure you view the Full Terms & Conditions on our website prior
Specialist Auctions Ltd Trading as Special Auction Services referred to as The Auctioneer and to include any person acting upon his authority.
In these Terms of Sale the words ‘you’, ‘yours’, etc. refer to you as the Buyer. The words “we”, “us”, etc. refer to the Auctioneer. English Law shall
govern all transactions associated with this sale.
Conditions of Sale
Third Party Liability: All persons on the premises of, or at a venue hired or borrowed by the Auctioneers are there upon their own risk. They shall
have no claim against the Auctioneer in respect of any accident, injury or damage howsoever caused.
Bidding procedures and the Buyer: You must register your details with us before bidding and provide us with any requested proof of identity and
billing information, in a form acceptable to us. You must also satisfy any security arrangements we have in place before entering the auction room
to view or bid. We strongly recommend that you attend the auction in person. You are responsible for your decision to bid for a particular Lot. If you
bid on a Lot, including by telephone and online bidding, or by placing a commission bid, we assume that you have carefully inspected the Lot and
satisfied yourself regarding its condition and authenticity.
The Purchase Price: As Buyer, you will pay: a) the Hammer Price; b) a premium of 17.5% of the Hammer Price if bidding in the room, telephone
bidding or leaving a commission bid directly with SAS; a premium of 20% of the Hammer Price will be charged for all bidding online via SAS LIVE and
a premium of 22.5% will be charged for all bidding online via the-saleroom.com
c.) any artist’s resale right royalty payable on the sale of the Lot; and d) any VAT due.
VAT: You shall be liable for the payment of any VAT applicable on the Hammer Price and premium due for a Lot. We will charge
VAT at the current rate at the date of the auction. Items in our catalogue may be marked in the following ways: (*) indicates that VAT is payable by
the buyer on the hammer price as well as being an element in the buyer’s premium. VAT will be chargeable at the standard rate (presently 20%).
This imposition of VAT is likely to be because the seller is registered for VAT within the European Union and is not operating the Dealer’s Margin
Scheme or because VAT is due at 20% on importation into the UK. (**) indicates that the lot has been imported from outside the European Union.
[These lots are liable to the standard rate of VAT (currently 20%); in certain circumstances these lots will incur a reduced rate of VAT (5%) on the
hammer price and buyer’s premium]. The rate will be clearly indicated. Lots which do not have either of the above symbols have no VAT payable on
the hammer price. This is because such lots are sold using the Auctioneers’ Margin Scheme. The VAT included within the premium is not recoverable as input tax.
Payment: Immediately following your successful bid on a Lot you will pay to us the Total Amount Due within 7 days, by cash (maximum £10000),
debit card or bank transfer. Following the day of the sale, we will send out invoices to all successful telephone, online and commission bidders via
email or post. We will where ever possible include on the invoice a charge for packing and shipping the lots purchased. Packing is undertaken in
house and shipment is made by Courier or Royal Mail. Insurance cover on shipments is not provided within this charge. We also reserve the right
to ask the buyer to complete a disclaimer regarding this service prior to despatching the goods. Alternatively, you will (at your own expense) pay
for and personally collect or arrange your own courier to collect any Lots that you have purchased. This must be undertaken no later than 7 days
following the day of the auction. You may not claim or collect a Lot until you have paid for it. If you do not pay for or collect the Lot within this time
period, you will be responsible for any reasonable removal, storage and insurance charges in relation to that Lot. Warranties: The Seller warrants
to us and to you that: the Seller is the true owner of the Lot for sale or is authorised by the true owner to offer and sell the lot at auction; the Seller
is able to transfer good and marketable title to the Lot to you free from any third party rights or claims; and as far as the Seller is aware, the main
characteristics of the Lot set out in the auction catalogue (as amended by any notice displayed in the saleroom or announced by the Auctioneer at
the auction) are correct. If, after you have placed a successful bid and paid for a Lot, any of the warranties above are found not to be true, please
notify us in writing. Neither we nor the Seller will be liable to pay you any sums over and above the Total Amount Due and we will not be responsible for any inaccuracies in the information provided by the Seller except as set out below.
Descriptions and condition: Our descriptions of the Lot will be based on: (a) information provided to us by the Seller of the Lot (for which we are
not liable); and (ii) our opinion (although it is likely that we will not be able to carry out a detailed inspection of each Lot). Weights and measurements given are all estimates. We will give you a number of opportunities to view and inspect the Lots before the auction. You (and any independent consultants acting on your behalf) must satisfy yourself about the accuracy of any description of a Lot. We shall not be responsible for any
failure by you or your consultants to properly inspect a Lot. Representations or statements by us as to authorship, genuineness, origin, date, age,
provenance, condition or estimated selling price involve matters of opinion. We undertake that any such opinion will be honestly and reasonably
held and accept liability for opinions given negligently or fraudulently. Please note that Lots (in particular second-hand Lots) are unlikely to be in
perfect condition. Lots are sold “as is” (i.e. as you see them at the time of the auction). Neither we nor the Seller accept any liability for the condition of second-hand Lots or for any condition issues affecting a Lot if such issues are included in the description of a Lot in the auction catalogue (or
in any saleroom notice) and/ or which the inspection of a Lot by the Buyer ought to have revealed. We will give indications of provenance where
stated by sellers. It is imperative that potential buyers or their Agents inspect lots that interest them prior to the auction. Purchases of autographed
materials and works are made at the risk of the purchaser. Subject to our Terms and Conditions we cannot accept returns on these items.
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